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Introduction

The Electronic Pl1vacy Inforiiation Center (EPIC) is a public interest research center in
Washington, D.C. It was established in 1994 to focus public attention on eiierging civlllibeities
issues and to protect ptivacy. EPIC suppoi1s the Federal Trade COiiiiissioils (FTC) effoi1s to
explore uses (both current and anticipated), efficiencies, and iiiplications for consuiiers
associated with radio frequency identification (RFID) tecluiology.

RFID tecluiology represents a fundaiiental change in the inf0l111ation tecluiology infrastructure
wlth draiiattc privacy iiiplications. RFID technology significantly expands the range and
function of global, electionic databases of all kinds. Because both the tag and the reading process
can be virtually silent and invisible, RFID, if left unregulated, would periiit a wide range of
private and public coveit, database-linked suiveillance, tracking and profilng applications whose
operation wil not be trans parent and reiiain unknow n to the person under obseivation.

RFID tags are increasingly being used as a iiore advanced forii and possible replaceiient of bar
codes. The ever decreasing price for RFID tags and readers iiakes their widespread deploy iient
increasingly econoillcally viable. RFID tags are likely to becoiie essential drivers of ubiquitous
(or peivasive) coiiputing. Their storage and capacity for interactive coiiiiunicationiiake theii

iiuch iiore poweiful than bar codes. They also provide for unique identification of each tagged
unit, whereas bar codes are identical foo eveiy unit of the saiie product.

Unresolved questions still cloud this issue. It is yet unclear who should be allowed to collect data
fioii RFID technology and to what extent. The standards and guidelines foo sharing the data,
either with other businesses or with the govenniient, are still unclear. Consuiiers' tight to either
challenge the collection of data on their habit or to correct erroneous data is undefined.

Additionally, consuiiers do not know the mture of the Üifol111ation that wil be kept on theii, oo
foo how long it wil be stooed. The secuuity of tlus data, that when correlated with other databases
offer a granular picture of the uudividual, is of high concenn and as of yet suspect.

These conuiients are divided into fom priiiaiy sections: 1. RFID and Its Ptivacy Iiiplications, 2.
RFID and Fair Iiif0l111ation Practice, 3. EPIC's Recoiiiiendations, and 4 EPIC's Guidelines on
Coiiiiercial Use of RFID. In addition, two appendices are provided: Appendix 1, A RFID
Industiy and Manufactmer Suuvey; and Appendix 2, a paper prepared foo EPIC by Washington
University law student Greg Plichta: "Balancing RFID Technology and Expectations of Ptivacy
An ExaiiÜmtion and Proposed Guidelines" (May 2004).

These coiiiients deiionstrate a coiipellng need foo the Federal Trade Coniiiiission to issue

industry guidelines for RFID use in consuiier products, as well as recoiiiiend a coiiprehensive
tecluiology assessiient before RFID tecluiologies are widely deployed in the retail industty. Other
US agencies, including the Food and Drug Adiiinistratlon (FDA), Depai111ent of Defense
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(DOD), and the Depaitiient of Hoiieland Secmity (DHS) are proiiotÍ1ig the adoption of product-
level RFID tagging without consideting consuiier ptivacy iiiplications.1

1 S.'.' "Combating Comiteitèit Dnigs: A Repoit of the Food and Drug Admiiiisti-tion," Food aud Dnig Administration
repoit Febnimy 2004, available at ";lrtp:!!www.fda.gov!ocíiuitiatives!couuiteitèitrepoit02 _ 04.httnl;': "DoD
Announces Radio Frequency ldentifïcation Policy," United States Depmtment of Detènse Press Release, October 23,
2004, available at .';http:!hvww.dod.milheleases!2003!iu2003l023-0568.httnl;': mid Jonathmi Kiim, "Embedding Their
Hopes in RFID," E-CommeJCe Times, June 25. 2004, available at
.';http://,,''ww.ecommercetimes .com! ~torv !34 773 .httnl'. .
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1. RFID and Its Privacy Implications

1.1 RFID Defined
1.2. RFID and the Iiipending Explosion of Consuiier Generated Electronic Data
1.3. Active, Passive and "Class 0"
1.4. How "Class 0" Tags can be Tracked Via Object Naiie Seivice (ONS)
1.5. Vcrisign and ONS
1.6. Current RFID Tracking ApplicattoilS
1 7. Industiy Solutions foo CoilSuiier Product RFID Tagging

1.1. RFID Defined

"The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric
of eveiyday life unti they are IIdistingillshabJe from it. "2

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an emerging Üifol1nation technology designed to
faciltate the remote capture of Üifol111ation from physical objects. Associated data is stored on a
small token (a "tag") afixed to, or embedded in, the object. Tags in use today are small enough to
be invisibly embedded in products and product packaging. Data is read from these tags via radio
waves transmitted by special RFID reading devices. RFID readers are often connected to
computer networks, faciltating the transfer of data fiom the physical object to databases and
software applications thousands of miles away and allowing objects to be continually located and
tracked tlu'ough space. Today majoo uses of RFID include supply chain management, animal
trackÜig, and electromc roadway toll collection. 

3

RFID tecluiology represents a fundamental change in the Üifol111ation tecluiology infrastnnctme
with dramatic privacy impllcatioilS. RFID tecluiology represents the leading edge of a bioader
movement in computer science known as "peivasive" or "ubiquitous" computing where
computers disappear into the environment and space itself becomes intellgent. Computer
scientists behind the design of RFID envision a time in the not too distant future when all
manmade objects on the planet bear RFID tags and inf0l111ation available on those tags is
accessible to the global computer network -- a seamless llnk between the physical and virtual
world.4

1.2. RFID and the ImJJending EXJJlosion of Consumer Generated Electronic Data

2 M. Weisel' "The Computer for the Twenty-First Centtiiy" Scientifïc Americaai pp. 94-l0, September 199 L

3 See EPIC RFID web page ".Iitp:/!www.epic.org!piivacv!rfid/"for coiitinually updated infoniiation on RFID

develo pmeiits mid section on RFID if¡ Pnvacy mid Hmiimi Rights 2003 - An Intemational Survey of Privacy laws and
Developments (Cédric Laurmit ed., EPIC mid Privacy IIitennational2003), available at
.'.htt p:'iWWW. pllv acvintennati onal. OJg! smv ev! phI2003'i1lueats. httn:fRadio- F reQuencv%20 I deiitif'cati OIP .
4 See R Waait, K Fishkiii A. Gi~m', and B. HmTisolL "Biidging Physical mid Viitual Worlds with Electronic Tags."

PlOceedings ofCHl99, ACM Press, ApllL 1999. available at ";Jitp:!!padsl.cs.ntlnnedl1.tw!course!ISA5428!Tags.p.if;:
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At the June 21, 2004 Federal Trade Commission workshop on RFID, several panelists pointed
toward the impoi1ance of database management as a privacy issue. Jim Waldo, of Sun

Miciosystems, argued that database management is far mOle significant from a privacy standpoint
than the issue of RFID tecluiology itself.5 We agree that database management is the central issue
and that much of the privacy problem -- the use, processing and sharing of personal data via
electronic databases -- has been around foo quite some time. However, we disagree with Mr.
Waldo's assei1ion that RFID is not life-changÜig and wil not change the way we compute.6

RFID technology significantly expands the range and function of global, electionic databases of
all kinds. Because both the tag and the reading process can be vÜ1ually silent and invisible, RFID,
if left unregulated, would pel111t a wide range of pubhc and pm'ate covei1, database-linked
suiveilance, tracking and profilng applicatioilS whose operatton wil be invisible and remain
unknown to the person under obseivation. The significance of RFID lies in the expansion of the
global electronic netwoik from a web of computers to a global web of physical objects and
computers. Data generation does not require the inteivention of a human agent at a keyboard or
other fOlIll of tel111Üml, only the presence of these objects in real space and the sweep of a radio
wave. As a result, the class of events which could ttigger the generation of data and its storage in
a database expands by several orders of magmtude.

Although the use of RFID in the retail sectOl is now primarily in the supply chaw, products with
embedded RFID are begin1lng to appear on store shelves. Product-level tagging, if left
unregulated, could facilitate unprecedented levels of consumer surveilance, tracking, and
pro rilng.

1.3. Active, Passive, and "Class 0" Tags

When considering the technological plausibilty of val10us privacy-tlu'eatening scenarios it is
impoi1ant to make a careful distinctton between the types of RFID tags being coilSidered. A
common distinction between "active" and "passive" tags sometimes results in coiifusion. Passive
tags, by definition, lack an independent power somce. A sizeable class of passive RFID ChipS,
however, allow for tag data to be supplemented and modified via the tag reader, allowing
associated item infOl1uatton to be updated directly on the tag while it is in use. Passive tags,
which do not pelIiiit data modification, are classified as "class 0" tags by the intel1mtional RFID
standards body EPCglobaI. Active tags may have on board battel1es that dramattcally increase
their read range and functionality.
1.4. How "Class 0" Tags Can Be Tracked Via Object Name Service (ONS)

5 See Jiii Waldo, "Future Uses ofRFID." June 2l 2004 preseiitation at FTC RFID workshop for patial retèrence,

available at '',http://www.ftc.gov/bciiwoIlrnhoDShf'id/waldo.pdf;.. The coiiiient on the iiipoitaaice of databases does

not appeaa' in the Power Point outline - at the FTC workshop web site but it was iiade several tiiies during the
live presentation.
6 Jiii Waldo, supra.

7 Se.' EPCglobal web site at .';http://www.epcglobalinc.org/;..
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Even "class 0" tags, however, enable the identification and tracking of objects, and, by
association, the individuals that may cany them. In the widely adopted EPCglobal RFID
standaid, the data imprinted on a "class 0" tag, the Electronic Product Code (EPC), provides a
unique link to individual product data. The data is stored in a globally distributed, centrally
managed, electro1lc database, known as the Object Name Seivice (ONS). Tag readers in remote

physical 10 catio lls can connect to the ONS via the Intennet and then read and modif the item's
ONS "dossier" tlu'oughout its lifecycle.8 Also, the tags can be read from a distance and tlu'ough a
variety of subsLances siich as snow, fog, ice, or painL where barcodes have proved iisc1ess.9 RFlD

systems emble tagged objects to speak to electronic readers over the cOUUse of a product's
lifetime - from production to disposal - providing retailers with an uuiblinking, voyemistic view
of COllSumer attitudes and purchase behavior.10

1.5. Verisign and ONS

In Januaiy 2004 EPCglobal chose Verisign, Inc. to manage the root directoiy of ONS, because of
similarities between the name seivice and Domain Name Seivice (DNS), which Vel1sign
manages for the .COM and .NET top level domains.l1 This choice has raised alarm bells with
privacy advocates, who note Vel1sigilS poor track record in electr01lC privacy In September
2003, Verisign was criticized for using its control over DNS root seivers for .COM and NET top-
level domaÜlS to piomote its own commercial seivices and potentially put COllSumer ptivacy at
risk. Domain names that were mistyped during web browsing or email writing were redirected to
Verisign servers instead or responding wIlh sLandard error messages. Redireeiion or mistyped
email address to Vetisign seivers made it possible fOl Vetisign to intercept and store private
personal emailmessages i2 Verisign stopped the practice in October 2003 after a demand from
Intennet regulatoiy body ICANN.13

1.6. Current RFID Tracking AIIIIllcations

RFID applicatioilS in use today employ the full range oftag tecluiology, from cheap "class 0" tags
to highly expensive mi1lature sellSol/traalSponders. Animals aaid hvestock have been tracked
using RFID tecluiology fOl decades, but RFID lk1S recently become a tecluiology of choice fOl

8 EPCglobal "How the EPC Network Wil Automate the Supply Chain,"

.:Jitt P: !/aachiv e. e pcglo balinc. QQg/aboirthetec h idiots guide. as ~"
9 John Stenner, "Radio Freqneney LU: A New ha tor Marketers?," Consumer lnsight magazine, Winter 2001
.:Jitt P: !/www.acnielsen.com. pu bs/ ei/200 1/ (14/ tèatures/ radi o.httip .
lOId
11 Paul Robeits, "VeriSign to Maaiage RFID 'Root' SeiveL" The Industty Standaa\l Januaay 13,2004, available at

"Jittp:!!www.thestaaidaa..i.coni!article. pllP?stoiv~20040l13l74055565:".
l2 SeeurityFocus, "Verisign's SiteFinder Finds Pnvacy Hullabaloo," The Regi~teL September 19, 2003, available at

.';http://www.theregisteLco.uk!2003/09/l9/veiisiglis sitefinder finds PIlvacv hullabaloo! .

13 Robeit Lemos, "VeiiSign Calls Halt to .Com Detours," CN et.com. October 3, 2003, lrtp:/!ne\ovs.com.c01l:2l00-

l032 3-5086l0l.itml;'.
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trackÜig huiiailS. Although these applicatioilS are in theu Üifancy, systems using "snia11 cards"

the size of credit cards, active RFID tag bracelets, and even tÜiy chips embedded in tle skÜL track
individuals to facilitate such goals as tracking Ümnimate objects like books, 14 ensming safety,

piotectÜig health, monitoring behaviOr and eiiforcing discipline.

Europe's largest anmsement park, Legoland in Denmark, uses active RFID tags contal1ied in
bracelets and Wi-Fi netwoiks to help parents track theÜ children tlu'ough the park. And if the
child leaves Lhc park, a message is scnL Lo Lhc parcnL's mobile phone, as well as Lo Uic sccuriLy

guards at all the park entrances and exits. is

The PRISM system, developed by Alanco Tecluiologies, Inc. for use in correctional facilties,
uses a tamper proof RFID-enabled wrist bracelet to monitor the location of prison inmates in real
time, reducing ÜlStances of prison vandalism and other unnnly behaviol. "A host of management
repoiting tools are available that include medicine and meal distributioiL adherence to pre-
determined time schedules, restricted area management, and specific locatioiL airival and
depaa1me 11f0l111ation." 16

The United States TrallSpo11ation Security Administration (TSA) is considering the use of RFID-
tagged airline boarding passes. Head of communications security technology at the agency,
Anthony "Buzz" Cerino, commented at the RFID Joul1ml Executive Conference in Chicago in
April of 2004 that RFID boarding passes would let secul1ty personnel "know people's

w hereab outs. " 17

Applications that aa'e not initially designed to track individuals, such as the RFID-based electronic
highway toll collection system EZ Pass, might nonetheless make human tracking possible. In the
investtgatlon of the slay ing of US Federal prosecutor Jonathan P. Luna in late 2003, authorities

used EZ Pass data from lughway toll booths in Pe1llSylvania and Delawaa'e to discover he had
made repeated trips to the Philadelphia aa'ea over a period of six llonths.18

RFID manufactmer Applied Digital SOlUtiOllS (ADSX) has developed a passive chip the size of a
pen point which is implanted in the human body. The VeriChip Personal Identification System is
designed for use in a variety of applications including finanCial and trallSpo11ation security,

residential aaid commercial budding access, miltaiy aaid govennment secuiity .19 A nightclub in

l4 Ron Haa'iis, "Libi-iy Oftcials GTilled on Plaai to Put Tmckers in Books," USA Today. Maa'cli 5, 2004, available at

.:Jitt p: !/www usatodav. cOllteclÚiews/tecll poli cv !2004-03 -05 -liblaav -rfid-heming X.llttii".
l5 Lauric Sullivan, "Lcgoland Uses Wilclcss and RFID for Child Security," IiiformatjonWcck, April 28. 2004,
.:Jittp://n'"'fwinfoniiati""weekcoll"''''')showAiiicle.í l¡t. l?aaticleIi= 1 9202099." .

l6 S.'.' "TSI Technology Uiiique. Proplietaay aaid Pateiited" Alaaico Technologies, Inc., corpomte web site.

.:Jittp:!:\vwwalaaico.c01I1cotPomte.asP". (Last visited on July 8, 2004.)
l7 Bob Bi-....in. "TSA Eyes RFID Boaa..iing Passes to Tmck Aidine Passengels," Computerwodd, April 1. 2004,

.:Jittp:!/wwwconlPutelworld.coll1secuuitvtopics!secuuitv! privacv!stoiv/O.l 080l. 9l830.00Jitml".
l8 Gail Gibson, "Blood of Second Person in Caa'," Baltimore Sun, December l2, 2003, available at
.:JittP://www baltImoresun.coni! news!local!r"ime/bal-mdJunal2dec l2. 0.646l729 storv?co =bal-local- tèaturr':
19 VeTiChip FAQ, ':Jittp:!!www.adsx.coni!ta(fveiicliiptaq.httiil"
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Spain began USing the VeriChip systeii in March 2004, to iiiprove access for VIPs and allow

theii to pay for diinks without cash or credit cards.2o ADSX has begun a campaign to promote
the tecluiology with the slogan "Get Chipped," and a mobile van called the "ChipMobile" can
peifol111 the chip ÜlSeition procedure in tow llS that it visits.21

1.7. Industry Solutions for Consumer Product RFID Tagging

Opponents of RFID tags in COllSumer products have pioposed measures to side-step the chips'
relentless infoIDiation-gathering, HIlf,'Ìng from disabling the tags by crushing or puncturing them,
boycotting the products of companies which use ol plan to ll11plement RFID technology, or

finding ways to block the reading of a tag using special mylar bags or other tecluiologicalmeatlS.
The RFID industiy has moved to meet this consumer demand with its own SOlUtiOllS, most
notably the EPCGlobal standard for "kiling tags" which allows fOl tags to be physically disabled
at point of sale by the merchant.22 Another industry-level solution has been proposed by RSA
Security, Inc. which would provide a system for tag reading to be blocked in specified "privacy
zones" of vaiyiiig scope. RSA's blocker tags, usiiig a tecluuque to confuse tag readers into
thinking they are SCatiiung a lat'ge number of tags, would woik in coi~unction with a "privacy bit"
stored in the individual tag's EPC code. Using such a system, a merchant would "flp" the privacy
bit on an item (from 0 to 1) at the point of sale. The consumer could then keep one of theÜ
blocker tags in the proximity of the item whenever they want to prevent the tag from being read.
If, at a later date, the COllSumer needed to have the tag read for some reasoiL they could remove
the blocker tag from the presence of the RFID reader so that data could be read nonnally.23

Both "tag killng" and tag blocking are problematic solutions that have yet to be piovenin the
field. The EPC protocol "kil command" leaves the Í1nal step of the process, physically disabhng
the chip, to the individual chip manufactmer. Many technologists have admitted that real wodd
implementatioilS of the kil command have been shown to have bugs and do not always work.24
Fu11hel111ore, some industiy "kil" solutions involve erasing the data but not destroying the

CÜCUitiy, embling the chip to be "recycled" at a later date. In fact, some RFID proponents have
publicly attested to the value of a sleep commatid, where a chip will be publicly uiuesponsive

20 Chettia Purolrit, "Technology Gets under Clubbers' Skin," CNN June 9,2004,

.';http://www.cnn.coni!2004:WORLD/euro pe!06!09!s pain. clubl-;.
2l See VeriClrip iiitòniiation at ADSX web site, ",litp:/!www.adsx.coll1prodservpait/verichippreregistrationJitmJ" aaid

.';http://www.adsx.co1l' Plodseiv paat!vellchip.httlll;' .
22 Junko Yoshida, "RFID Backlash Prompts 'Kil' Feahire" EETimes. April 28, 2003,

Jittp:! !\"-WW .eetiiies. com! article! JJrintab leAiticl e. i htiii '!aati clelU~ l2 803 964&url JJrefix~storv&su b taxonomy lU~ 225

1".
A. Juels, R. L. Rivest. aaid M. Szydlo, "The Blockel Tag: Selective Blocking of RFID Tags tOl Consumel Pllvacy,"

in V. AtlUl'' ed. 8th ACM Contèrence on Computel aaid CommUlrications Security, pp. l03-11l ACM Pless, 2003,
available at .';http://www,lsasecmit..coni!lsalabs/node.as p?id~2060;;..

24 See, e.g, "Ciyptograplric Approach to "Privacy-Friendly" Tags, by Miyako Olikubo, Koutaa'ou Suzuki and Slringo

Kinoshita. NTT Laboratolles, available at "Jitp:!!www.lt1dpllvacv.ondpapels!ohkubo.pdf" aaid "Jaaiiming Tags Block
RFID Scaal1els," by Kim Zettel' Wiled News, Maach L 2004, available at
..;http://www.wiled.com/news/business/O '\~mi story page nextl .
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(appear to be kiled) until sent an encoded "revitalize" command.25 The "blocker tag" remaillS.an
unproven solution for many reasoilS. Tecluiologists appear to disagree as to the ease with which
such a system might be circunivented,26 and it places a significant buuden on consumers to make
sure they piotect their priv acy tlu'ough the duration of their ownership of a pioduct.

2. RFID and the Principles of Fair Information Practice

2.1 Fair IIifol111ation Practices (FIP) and the OECD Guidelines
2.2. Position Statement on the Use of RFID in COllSumer Products
2.3. Emope's RegulatOlY Approach to RFID
2.4. Intel1iational Data Protectton & Privacy Commissioners' Resolution

2.1. Fair Information Practices (FIP) and the OECD Guidelines

RFID is, at its heaa1, an extension of electronic database tecluiology that has been used 11 the
commercial sector for decades. The impending emergence of RFID technology on consumer
products and the associated explosion of COllSumer generated data that is likely to follow should
stimulate a renewed call for omnib liS data and privacy protection legislation. The existing
principles outlined in the 1973 Principles Fair Iiifol111ation Practice and the 1981 Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development's (OECD) Guidelines Govenning the Protection of
Privacy and Transbordcr Data Flows or Personal Data provide an excellent model ror
appioaching RFID regulation.

The Principles of Fair Inf0l111ation Practices, issued by the US Depa11ment of Housing,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) in 1973 to address the use govel111ient recOlds maintained in
computer databases, can be summarized into five basic principles. notice, choice, access, security
and eiiforcement.27 The Code of Fair InfOl1uation Practices lk1S contributed to the development of
piivacy laws around the woild, aaid the development of impo11ant intel1mtioml guidelines on

privacy, including perlk1Ps the most well known, the guidelines promulgated by the OECD. This
Code of Fair Information Practices was reaa1iculated in the OECD Guidel1nes as a set of 8
principles: Collection Limitation (including notice and consent); Data Quality; Purpose
Specification; Use Limitation; Security Safeguaads; Openness; Individual Pa11icipation; and

Accountab Hit)' . 28

25 See Joe Best, "Zombie RFID Tags May never Die," Silicon. com. May 18,2004, available at
.:Jittp:!/zdnetco1lcoll1'2l OO-LL 03 2-52l4648Jitml;'.
26 See Scott Mace, "RFID Blocker Tag Concerns," Infoniiation Manager JournaL Maa'cli 5, 2004

.:Jitt p: !/scottmace.tv pe pad. c01limaaiageii2004/03! rfi d bloc ker taJitml".
27 U.S. Department of Health. Education & Welfare, Repoit ofthe Secretaay's Advisoiy Committee on Autoiiated
Personal Data Systems, Records Computers and tlle Rights of Citizens (MIT 1973), available at
.';http://www.epic.org/ piivacy!l974act/;..

28 OECD, Guidelines Goveniing the Protection ofPiivacy and Trans border Data Flows of Personal Data (l98l),

available at ..;http://www.oecd.org/dstistt!itsecm/prod/PRIV-EN.HTM;. .
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We first review the eight principles Üi detail and their relation to RFID practice.

The GEeD Principles and their application to RFID:

Collection Limit((tion Principle: it requiles l11llts to the collection of personal
infol1nation and the obtaaning of any data by lawful and fail meailS with the knowledge
or COllSent of the subject. The collection of Üifonnation should be ll111ited to that which is
necessaay fOl the puupose at hand. This plinciple is a cOllSumer's filst line of defellSe aaid
is essential to enable negotiation about the terms of use and disclosme of personal
iiifol111ation.

Because of the potentially ubiquitous and trallSpment mtme of RFID systems, notice and
consent are pa11icularly impo11ant factOls fOl privacy-sensitve RFID practice. The
consumer has a light to know if RFID tags or readers are present in retail sales
envilonments or in products they pmchase. Consumers should be able to easily remove
RFID tags ffom products they buy in Older to ffeely and coiifidently exercise theil
COllSent. Fu11her, associatlon of personally identifiable ÜifOl1nation with iiifol111atlon
identifying an object should be avoided whenever possible. In the event that this
association is integral to a paa1iculm application, the consumer must be notified of the
purpose and scope of the associated data and do so only with the consumer's express

w iitten COllSent. Paa1icipation in aai RFID application should be sttictly voluntaiy Cove11
captme of Üifoniiation should not be permitted. Iiifol111ed consent is the plimaiy tool
available to individuals to piotect their privacy from tecluiological invasion.

niilli Qu((lity Principle: personal data should be relevant to the puiposes for which they
are to be used and should be accurate, complete and up-to-date.

Purpose Specific((/ion Principle: the puiposes for which personal data are collected
should be specified not later than at the time of data collection, and the subsequent use
linùted to fulfil those puiposes.

Use Limit((tion Principle: personal data should not be disclosed, made available, or
otheiwise used for purposes other thaai those specified under the Puipose Specificatton
Principle, except with COllSent or by legal authority.

Security Siifegu((rds Principle: persoml data should be protected by reasonable secmity
safeguards against such lisks as loss or unauthorized access, destniction, use,
modification or disclosme. These safeguards should be verified by outside, third-paity
and pubhcly disclosed assessment.29

29 Secmity is iiipoitaait l' OJ even baic, "class 0" RFID tags. Without enciypting a tag's EPC code OJ requiiing secme
authentication befOOe a tag tt'aaisiiits data, any tecliiologically equipped tlriJd paaty could tlleoretically scaai aaid ideiitify
the conteiits of aai individual's bag OJ pockets.
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Openness Principle: there should be a general policy of openness about developments,
practices and policies with res pect to perso1kl data.

In RFID practice, openness should extend beyond simple communication of policies and
practices to complete traalSparency of operation fOl aaiy RFID application. RFID users must
make public their policies and practices involving the use and maintemnce of RFID systems,
and Lhcre shOLùd be no sccrcL daLabascs. Individuals have a righL Lo know when producLs or

items in the retail env Üonment contain RFID tags or readers. They also have the light to
know the tecluiical specificatioilS of those devices. Labeling must be cleaily displayed aaid
easily understood. Any tag reading that occurs in the retail environment must be tratlSparent
to all paaties. There should be no tag-reading in secret.

Individulil Plirticiplition Principle: an individual should have the light to asceitain ol
coiifinn whether a data controller has data relating to him or her, and to challenge that
data.

Account((hili~V Principle: A data contioller should be accountable for complying with
measures that have been established pursuaait to these data protection principles.

RFID users aa'e respollSible for implementation of this technology aaid the associated data. RFID
users should be legally responsible for complying with the principles. An accountability
mechanism must be established. There must be entites in boih industry and govcnnncn! 10 whom
individuals caai complain when these provisioilS have been violated.

2.2. Position Statement on the Use of RFID in Consumer Products

On November 20, 2003, more than 20 COllSumer privacy and civil libe11ies groups, including
EPIC, released an RFID Position Statement.30 The policy position calls fOl RFID practice to
follow the Code of FIP and identifies additional practices that should be prohibited in order to
fully protect COllSumers:

Merchaaits must be piohibited from forcing or coercing customers Üito accepting live or

dormant RFID tags in the pioducts they buy.

There should be no proIùbiLion on individuals to dclccL RFlD Lags and readers and disable

tags on items in their possession.

30 RFID Position Statemeiit of ConsuiieJ Privacy aaid Civil Libei1Ìes Orgaaiizations, N oveiibeJ 20, 2003. available at

.';http://www.pllvacyng)its.onJ aa/RFID position.httll. .
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RFID llUst not be used to track indiv iduals absent Üifoiined and written COllSent of the

data subject.

Human tracking is inappropriate, either dHectly or indirectly, tlu'ough clothing, COllSumer

goods, or other items.

RFID should never be employed in a fashion to elinIlnate ol reduce anony mity FOl
instance, RFID shOLùd not be incorporated into currency.

2.3. EuroJJean Union's ReguJatory AJJJJroach to RFID

Although the Euiopean Union does not have specific regulatioilS applying to RFID, the EU Data
Protection Directive and the Privacy and Electronic CommunicatioilS Directive do codif the

Principles of Fair Iiifol111ation Practice into law and are applicable to the processing of personal
data thiough the use of RFID tecluiologies. The dHectives apply to both the issue of 11idividual
tracking and the association of data with personal identificatton. As a result, any use of RFID tags
that involves the processing of personal data is likely to be subject to a number of data protectton
obligatiollS.31 A11icle 8 of the EU Data Protection Directive of 1995, for example, prohibits the
processing of "personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs, trade-union iiembership, and the processing of data concenning health or
sex life. "32 Fuither, the more recent Privacy and Electronic CommunicatioilS Directive states that
"location daLa may omy be processed when iL is made anonymous or wiLh the conscnL of Lllc
individuaL." 

33

At the Wodd Summit on the Infol111ation Society (WSIS) in Geneva (Switzedand) in the fall of
2003, tlu'ee researchers from the UK, Switzedand and Sweden discovered that the security system
used to control access to the United NatioilS Summit included hidden RFID tags embedded in the
official Summit badges. The researchers revealed the intnnsive manner in which individual
attendees could be identified and tracked as they moved tlu'ough the coiiference. The researchers
argued that "procedures of how personal data is being handled during WSIS break the principles
of the Swiss Federal Law on Data Protection of June 1992, the Emopean Union Data Piotectlon
Diiective (I995/46ÆC) and the United Nation Guidelines concenning Computerized Personal

Data Files adopted by the General Assembly on December 1990."34

3l Eduardo U staran, "Data Protcction and RFID Systcms," 3!6 Privacy & Data Protcction 6, available at

.:Jittp:!/www.ben-.iii1eighton.com. dowii1oad/PDP-RFIDtagsiiiplications. pdt',
32EU Data Protection Directive 95!46/EC O.JE. C L 281, 23.l Ll995, p. 31, available at

.:Jittp:!/europa.eu..iit!sllaatapi/cgi'sga doc?siiaatapi! celexapi! prod! CELEXnuiidoc&1g=EN&nuiidoc=3l995L004((&
iiodel~g iiichett,".

EU Directive on Pnvacy aaid Electtoiiic Coiiiiniiiicatioiis 2002/58!EC O.JE.C, L 201, 31.072002, p. 37,
available at .';http://europa.eu..iit/eur-lexi pii!eii!oi! dat2002!l 20l!l 20l2002073l en0037004 7. pdf;..
34 Albeito Escudero-Pascual. Ste phaaie Koch, aaid George Daaiezis, "The Physical Access Security to WSIS: a Privacy

Threat tor the Paattcipaaits" Press Release. Deceiiber l2, 2003, available at ";litp:!!www.nod050.onJwsis/;;'.
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2.4. International Data Protection & Privacy Commissioners' Resolution

A joint resolution on RFID, proposed by data protection authoiities in Ge, l111any Spain and

Switzerland and adopted at the Intennational Conference of Data Protection & Privacy
Commissioners in Sydney (Australia) on November 20, 2003, asse11ed that "all the basic
principles of data protection and privacy law have to be obseived when designing, implementing
and using RFID technology." The resolution called for implementers of RFID systems to
carefully weigh the necessity for collecting personal iiifonnation or profiling customers and to do
so only in an open and transparent manner. Further, the resolution stipulated that individuals nUlst
have the ability to delete data stOled on RFID tags and to disable ol destroy the tags. The
Intel1iational Woi:king Group on Data Protection in Telecommu1lCatioilS expressed suppo11 for
their resolution at its September 2 and 3, 2003 meeting in Berlin.3s

With the Sydney resolution and the existing directives on data protection and privacy and
electronic communicatioilS, Euiope seems to have a legal framework to address the use of RFID
tagging in the retail sectol. No countiy ol regiOl1, however, has f0l111ally adopted a clear set of

guidelines or laws that address the unique properties of RFID

About the EPIC' Recommendations and Guidelines

EPIC has developed guidelines for the use of RFID in COllSumer manufacturing and retail

industry that rcarticulatc the OECD guidelines as they apply to RFID practice and includes
addition"iL prohibitions from the November RFID position statement. These guidelines can also
seive as a basis for fu11her legislation.

35 See International Conterence of Data Protection & Privacy Commissioners" Resolution on Radio-frequency

Ideiitification," Final Velsioa Noveiibel 20, 2003, available at
.:JittP:!/www. Pliyacycooitelence2003 .OOg!lesolutions!les5.DOC ".
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3. EPIC Recommendations

Summary

1. Issue immediate ruling requiring any and all item-level tagging of consumer retail

iiroducts to be clearly labeled and easily removable.
2. Issue a set of federal guidelines for manufacturers of consumer iiroducts and

retailers to follow when making use of RFID technology in the course of business
(see EPIC guidelines).

3. Recommend a comiirehensive assessment of RFID technology and global iiractice,
followed by exiiert determination of the need for additional legislation siiecifically
targeting the use of RFID.

4. Publish and disseminate documents that educate the general iiublic about RFID
technology and with the iiuriiose of educating businesses about RFID technology
and the imiiortance of iirotecting an individual's iirivacy.

EPIC Recommendations for Federal Trade Commission action are based on the following
findings of fact on RFID technology and practice, described in detail below

Significance of RFID - RFID tecluiology represents a fundamental change in the Üifol111atton
technolo gy iiifrastnncture with tremendous piivacy implications. RFID dramatically impioves the
range and power of global, electronic databases on many types while iendeiing the process of
data generation and collection virtually transparent to the individual consumer.

RFID and Tracking - Even the simplest, cheapest tags can be tracked through space when their
unique identif ing number is associated with data stored in a globally accessible database. (See
"How "Class 0" Tags can be Tracked Via Object Name Seivice (ONS)" in the "RFID and Its
P iivacy ImplicatioilS" section.)

Inadequacy of Current Technological Solutions - The tag killng protocols and blocker tags are

pioblematic and obscme solutions to address RFID piivacy concel1lS in the retail envÍÍonment.
(See "Industry Solutions for COllSumer Product RFID Tagging" in the "RFID and Its Privacy
ImphcatioilS" section.)
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EPIC's Recommendations for the Federal Trade Commission

1. A first step in addressing the significant concerns that RFID raises for the FTC is to
articulate a clear set of guidelines for RFID in the private manufacturing and retail
sector. The Federal Government must legislate responsible use and acquisiton of
consumer data before RFID tags are implemented and standardized.

2. Further, the FTC should issue a ruling that any item-level tagging of consumer
products in the retail sector must be conspicuously labeled and easily removable. The
nature of RFID technology would make it easy for such activity to develop without
consumers being aware of any changes. By issuing a ruling it wil send a signal to all
members of the retail and manufacturing industry that hidden RFID or coercive RFID
applications wil not be tolerated in the marketplace.

3. In order for privacy to be protected, the FTC must require a period of careful
discussion and deliberation regarding the design and implementation of RFID systems
before item-level tagging is introduced into retail consumer products. The FTC should
require that the RFID technology undergo a formal technology assessment to determine
which risks the deployment of such technology could raise for consumers' privacy. This
assessment must be made by an independent entity and involve all stakeholders,
including consumers through consumer protection groups. Once this assessment is
complete it should determine the necessity for legislation specifically addressing RFID
technology.

4. The FTC should pay special attention to the operation of the RFID database system
known as Object Name Service (ONS). Abuse of data in the ONS could severely
endanger the personal privacy of milions of American citizens.

5. The FTC should publish and disseminate documents that educate the general public
about RFID technology and with the purpose of educating businesses about the
importance of protecting consumers' privacy. The documents shall, e.g., describe RFID
technology; how companies, marketers and government agencies can use RFID
technology to collect an individual's nonpublic personal information; advocate privacy
protection; and explain how businesses must conform their actions to comply with the
provisions of this Act.

6. The FTC should establish appropriate standards for the RFID Users taking into
account the guidelines proposed in this submission.
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4. EPIC Guidelines on Commercial Use ofRFID

4.1. Introduction

The guidelines are proposed to guide the use of RFID tecluiology in order to protect both private
enterprise interests and COllSumer privacy interests. This meailS that these guidelines do not
address protection of consumer privacy from any govennmental action. Rather. they seek to
protect COllSumer privacy from private enterprises. Fu11her, these guidehnes focus on use in the
retail and manufacturing industiy where retailers and manufacturers are beginning to implement
item-level RFID tagg11g to facilitate supply chain efficiency, inventoiy control, and similar
applicatioilS .

These guidelines piimaaily address commercial, private applicatioilS which may use RFID tags to
draw conclusioilS about consumers without their knowledge or consent, or that might generate
data which could be used for entirely diferent puiposes at a later date.

These guidelines are divided into three paits. Paa1 A addresses the duties of piivate enteiprises
that use RFID technology It imposes minimum requirements on RFID users, recognizing the
advantages that RFID tecluiology can provide while at the same time addressing privacy

concenns. Paa1 B addresses practices in which the RFID Users should never engage, including
tracking, snooping, and coercing COllSumers to accept live RFID tags or associate their personal
data with an RFID application. FÜkllly, Pa11 C states the rights of COllSumers who aa'e exposed to

RFID tecluiology and incoiporates some of the Users' duties stated in Pait A.

4.2. Definitions

"RFID" means Radio Frequency Identification, i.e., technologies that use radio waves to
automatically identif uudiv idual items.

"Tag" means a niicrochip that is attached to an aaitenm aaid is able to traaismit identification
iiifol111ation, I.e., capable of receiving data fiom, or trallSmittÜig data to, a Reader

"Reader" meaalS a dev ice, capable of reading data fiom a tag or trallSmitting data to a RFID tag.

"RFID Subject" or "Individual" meaalS a COllSumer, customer, or any other such individual that
comes in contact with a pioduct that Ik1S attached to it, or contaiilS, an RFID tag.

"RFID User" means an RFID operator, such as a store, warehouse, hospital, and the like, who
employs RFID tecluiology, includÜig RFID readers aaid tags.

"Premises" means a stOle, a warehouse, a hospital, or any other such equivalent space that
encompass the tags and the readers tIk,t communicate with RFID tags.
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"CollSent". means the freely given, specific and informed indication of a RFID subject's wish to
have his/her personal Üifol1nation piocessed by the meailS of RFID tecluiologies.

4.3. RFID Guidelines

A. What RFID Users Must Do:

1. NOTICE. Give notice to a RFID Subject of:

a. TlIg presence, whether tlu'Ollgh labels, logos, or equivalent meallS, or tlu'ough display, either at
the place where a tagged item is stored, such as a shelf or counter, or at point of sale, such as a
cash register. The notice shall be reasonably conspicuous to the individual and contain
infOl1nation that enables the individual to be reasonably aware of the nature of the RFID system
and the data processing in place.

b. Reiider presence, whether through labels, logos, or equivalent means, or through display,
whenever tag readers are present. The notice shall be reasonably COllSpicuous to the individual
and contain Üifol111ation that embles the individual to be reasonably aware of the natme of the
RFID system alid the data processing Üi place.

c. Re(iding (ictivity. RFID Users must use a tone, light, ol other readily obseivable and recognized
signal whenever a tag reader is in the act of drawing Üifol111ation from all RFID tag anywhere on
the sales floor.

2. REMOVAL Attach tags to items in such a way as to allow fOl the easiest possible removal of
tags.

3. ANONYMITY PRIORITY. Any RFID user -- befOle linking RFID tags to personal
infonnation -- should first cOllSider altennatives which achieve the same goal without collecting
personal information or profiling customers. If personal information must be collected and
associated with tag data, the RFID user nnnst satisfY the following five requllements.

a. Consent. Obtain written consent from an individual before any personally identifiable
inf0l111ation of the individual, including name, address, telephone number, credit card number,
and the like, is attached to, stored with, ol otherwise associated with data collected via the RFID
System.

b. Purpose. BefOle obtauung wl1tten cOllSent, the RFID User must Üifonii the RFID subject about
the puipose of associating gathered data with personal infol111ation, and specify that puipose
before such attaching, storing, or associatlon.
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c. Use limitiition. Before obtaining written cOllSent, the RFID User must Üif0l111 individuals about
the scope of use of gathered data, whether the use is limited to the person's own inteiests ol
whether the data wil be disclosed to third paities. Keep data only as long as it is necessary for the
puipose for which the data was associated with person,;iL Üif0l111ation.

d. No third piirty disclosure. Not disclose, diiectly ol tlu'ough an afilate, to a nOlk1filiated third

party an individual's personally identifing infOl1nation in association with RFID tag
identification Üifol111ation.

e. Diifli quiili~v. Keep gathered data accurate, complete and up-to-date, as is necessaiy for the
puiposes for which it is to be used.

4. SEC URITY. Take ieasomble measmes to eilS me that any data processed via an RFID system
is trallSmitted and stored in a secme maiiier, and that access to the data is limited to those
11dividuals needed to operate and maintain the RFID system.

5. OPENNESS. RFID Users must make readily available to individuals, through the Intennet or
other equivalent means, specific information about theii policies and practices relating to its
handling of perso1kl Üif0l111ation. Any personally identifiable Üifol1nation itself shall be provided
upon written request of the individual in a secure manner.

6. ACCOUNTABILITY. Desigmte someone who is accountable foo the RFID User's compliance
with these guidelines.

B. What RFID Users Must NOT Do:

1. TRACK. Track the movement of RFID subjects at any time without their written consent to all
tag reading events. RFID users shall not track individuals via tagged items on the premises or
outside the premises wheie an RFID system is employed to obtaui individual shopping habits ol
any other such Üif0l111ation obtai1kble tlu'ough tracking, even upon suspicion of such activities as
fraud or shoplifng.

2. SNOOP. Record or stOle tag data from tags that do not belong to the RFID User for any reason
except for the processing of ietul1lS or warranty seivice and upon the COllSumer's request. RFID
users shall not collect RFID data fiom objects on, or carried by, an individual person for the
puupose of generating a consumer piofie, even if the piofie is assigned anony mously .

3. COERCE. Coerce or force individuals to keep tags tunned on afer purchase for such benefits
as warranty tracking, loss iecoveiy, ol compliance with sma11 appliances; and not requiie

individuals to prov ide unnecessaay personal Üifol111ation as a piecondition of a trallSaction. RFID
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Users iiust allow individuals who so desire to enroll anonymously in any RFID data-gathering
scheme.

C. RFID Subjects' rights:

1. ACCESS. RFID Subjects must have the right to access data containing personally identifiable
infonnation collected through an RFID system, and have the oppoitunity to make corrections to
that Üifol1lktion.

2. REMOVAL. RFID Subjects have the right to get tags removed from tagged items.

3. ACCOUNTABILITY. RFID Subjects have the right to challenge the compliance of persons
employing RFID systems when practice contradicts the guidelines set f011h above.
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Appendix 1: Industry and Manufacturer Survey36

General Summary

EPIC recently surveyed developers and manufacturers of RFID technology, as well as
retailers who have begun to employ RFID in the supply chain and in the retail setting.
EPIC asked about their use of RFID tags in the retail environment and requested details
about how they were enabling customers to disable tags (a process known as "tag
killng") or remove tags from retail merchandise.

It is clear from the responses so far that there is no standard for tag killng in the industry
today. Many applications do not include the option at all and, when it is included, the
actual mechanism for disabling the tag varies widely. Some retailers and manufacturers
note proudly that no personal information is stored on the tag. This is largely irrelevant
considering the ease with which a tag's unique identifier could be associated with
personal data at the database leveL.

Further, it is clear that several applications are being developed which read RFID tags
on an individual's person without their explicit knowledge and consent. Government and
employer applications, for example, may silently read tags without notifying the individual
carrying them.
Manufacturers and retailers, such as Alien Technology and Wal-Mart, tell us that
consumers rarely take home products with RFID tags since they are predominantly used
in the supply chain on cases and shipping pallets. They further add that when
consumers do take home products with RFID, they are clearly labeled and only
embedded in packaging that can be easily removed. However, Wal-Mart stated that
"Consumers may wish to keep RFID tags on packaging to facilitate returns and warranty
servicing." This suggests that, in the future, customers may have difficulty benefiing
from refund and warranty services if they do not hold on to live tags.

Industry responses as of 6/23/2004 come from: Royal Philips Electronics, Wal-Mart,
Alien Technology, SAP, and Vanguard I.D.

Royal Philips Electronics - Jeroen Terstegge - Corporate Privacy Officer

(This statement cannot be considered Philips's official position.)

Key points: Smart-card RFID generally does not support killing, but smart-label RFID
chips do. There are several irstances of applications where an individual might not be

36 A continually updated veision ofthe industty survey is available at ,,; litp:!!www.epic.on¡/pIIvacv/¡-fid!suuve..httnl...
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aware of when tag reading occurs. Philips Privacy Code does not apply to RFID tags
used by Philips' customers, but applies to Philips' internal data processing only.
Tag killng option is only used in certain chip families, which are mainly used in retail and
logistics. Smart-card RFID chips, used in ID-cards, loyalty cards, tickets, do not have a
kil option but use strong encryption techniques and have range limitation features. Mr.
Terstegge can neither confirm nor deny whether Philips produce chips with "deep sleep"
mode. Near Field Communications (NFC) protocol is secure and has very limited (10 cm
13.9 inch or less) read range. NFC is currently used in highly secure RFID cards. Philips
envisions future entertainment applications using NFC enabling easy, intuitive and - if
necessary - secure data transfers between devices over short ranges.
Philips supports the International Conference of Data Protection & Privacy
Commissioner's Resolution on Radio-Frequency Identification. "If data stored on RFID-
chips are used to identify consumers, i.e. by linking the data with a CRM-database, the
consumer must be informed and provided with the possibility to object, which in many
countries is a legal obligation. Philips offers a variety of security and privacy protection
features, but it is the customer's responsibility to actually implement and use them."
Philips acknowledges several ranges of applications where tag reading may occur
without individual knowledge or confirmation such as workplace applications in the public
and private sectors. Philips also suggests applications where opening a door triggers a
tag reading event without individual notification.

Alien Technology - Paul Drzaic, Ph.D. - Vice President, Advanced Development

Key points: No RFID tags wil be embedded in consumer products (other than
packaging) for years. If packaging has RFID, it is clearly labeled.
"For the next few years, nearly all RFID implementations in retail settings are aimed at
tagging cases and pallets of goods, not individual items. The items that do pass into
consumers hands wil be on the outside of packaging, and wil be clearly marked as EPC
tags consistent with EPCglobal policy. Consumers wil not be exposed to RFID tags on
large numbers of individual retail items for some time, which allows for the development
of industry best-practices that will be acceptable to alL."

SAP - Roland A. Edwards - Manager Product Public Relations Global

Communications

Key points Representative says its tag-kiling feature at Metro stores physically
disables tag, but this is contradicted by CASPIAN. Personal information is not stored on
chip but is likely associated in store databases.
SAP representative says that the item-level tag-killng feature it provides to Metro "is
performed in such a way that even the chip manufacturer would have no chance to
reactivate the chip." Further, they "physically destroy" the chip. (Note: This contradicts a
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CASPIAN reporf7 that the tag "killng" only overwrites the bar code information with
zero's and not the tags individuallD.)

Personal information is not stored on chip. However, the SAP statement suggests RFID
data is associated with personal irformation at the database level "If personal

information is needed to perform a certain business process, it will require special
authorization levels to perform this action."

Vanguard ID - Nick Martino

Key points: One tag "killng" solution involves data alteration, not physical destruction
One form of tag disabling they use is to write a disabling code over the chip which masks
its unique identifier.

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. - Pauline Tureman - Investor Relations

Key points: No tag-reading is done on the sales floor. Consumer-level tags are used
only on packaging, are easily removable, and are not used without clear labeling. RFID
wil not be used to collect additional data about consumers.
Virtually all RFID tags are on case and pallet leveL. Only three products in Dallas pilot
store, two printers and a scanner, have RFID on packaging that a consumer might take
home (in this case, shipping cases and end user packaging are one and the same.) Any
RFID-enabled packaging that a consumer might take home is and will be clearly labeled

(on the shelf and on the product) and easily removable by the consumer. No RFID labels
are embedded in the products themselves. Consumers may wish to keep RFID tags on
packaging to facilitate returns and warranty servicing.

". . . iWJe do not have any readers on our sales floors. We have also publicly stated that
we wil not use RFID to collect any additional data about consumers."

37 Consmners Against Supennaa'ket Privacy Invasion aaid N mnbeiing (CASPIAN). "Scandal: The 'Undead Machine'

RFID Tag Deactivation Station that Does not Deactivate Tags" .:Jrtp://v,"wv,".spvchips.cOlI1iietlO/scaaidal-
deactiv ation.httnl".
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Appendix 2: Greg Plichta, "Accommodating RFID Technology and
Expectations of Privacy: An Examination and Proposed Guidelines" (May
2004)

Accommodating RFID Technology and Expectations of Privacy:

An Examination and Proposed Guidelines38

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a rather old technology that has raised

new issues in the area of privacy. The main risk to privacy is the ability of the

technology to track individuals. Such tracking can be accomplished by monitoring

objects with attached transponders ("tags") to them, whether it be in a store, a

warehouse, or beyond these premises. By tracking objects, it is possible to track

individuals who have substantial contact with such objects. Such tracking includes

monitoring what individuals are purchasing and where individuals are moving about.

However, tracking can also be accomplished directly by embedding individuals with tags.

Thus, a need has arisen to examine how the use of RFID technology can be

accommodated with an individual's expectation of privacy.

In examining the tension between RFID technology and privacy, this paper is

divided into five parts. In part I, a brief history of RFID technology is given In part II, the

current state of the technology is examined. Part III, which analyzes privacy issues

concerning RFID technology, is divided into four subparts. First, the tracking of objects

is considered, which is the typical scenario. This scenario considers various uses of

RFID technology, from the garden variety retail use to the more exotic embedding of

RFID tags in money and tires. Second, the direct tracking of people is considered, in

38 I would like to than k Chris Hoofnagle, Associate Director of the Electonic Privacy Information Center

(EPIC), for his insightful comments on this paper. See hti:/Iw.epic.ora/epiclstafflhoofnaale/.
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contrast to tracking of objects (and the tracking of people via objects). Third, tracking by

the private sector is examined, which is mainly done for economic streamlining reasons.

And fourth, tracking by the government is examined, and to what extent the government

is engaged in the RFID and privacy struggle. In part LV, conclusions are drawn

regarding the state of the RFID and privacy developments. Finally, in part V of this

paper, general recommendations are made as to how RFID technology can continue to

create new effciencies while accommodating individuals' privacy rights. The main

concern of this paper is to survey how each side, whether industry groups or privacy

advocates, is trying to push forward its agenda while trying to assess the current state of

the debate. Thus, this paper attempts to gain an objective understanding (to the extent

one individual can be "objective") of the RFID/privacy debate, without advocating for

either side.

At the end of this paper, proposed guidelines are offered that attempt to strike a

balance between the legitimate use of RFID technology to advance the state of

technology and increase economic effciency and an individual's expectation of privacy.

This balance is struck based on the assumption that RFID technology is here to stay and

that it will only expand in its applications, and that an individual's expectation to privacy

cannot be compromised for the sake gaining the most effcient or most cost effective

means to employ the tracking of everyday objects.
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The History of RFID 39

The history of RFID goes back 14 billon years to the "Big Bang." It is with the

Big Bang, as current scientific theory tells us, that electromagnetic energy was created,

which now serves as the source of RFID technology. Fundamental understanding of

electromagnetic energy was not developed until the beginning of the 1800's, where

scientists like Faraday, Maxwell, and Hertz laid the groundwork for the concept of

electromagnetic energy as electromagnetic waves, or radio waves. Only towards the

end of the 19th century, Marconi was able to successfully transmit radio waves across

the Atlantic.

Then, approximately in 1922, radar technology was born. Radar sends out radio

waves to detect and locate an object by reflecting these waves off of the object. Such

reflection can determine the position and speed of an object by using simple

trigonometry. This fundamental idea underlies RFID technology. However, probably the

first work exploring RFID technology as it is understood today, was Harry Stockman's

landmark paper "Communication by Means of Reflected Power," in October of 1948. It

is interesting to note that it would take another thirty years after Stockman's paper for

RFID technology to fully realize its potentiaL. The problem was that other developments

in technology were needed first, namely, the development of the transistor, the

integrated circuit, the microprocessor, communication networks, and the like. Thus, the

development of RFID technology was anything but linear and logical-it depended to a

large extent on the vagaries of surrounding technology.

39 The history of RFID in this secton is based on a publication by Dr. Jeremy Landt, Shrouds of Time. The

history of RFID, The Association for Automatic Identification and Data Capture Technologies (AIM), at
http://w.aimalobaLoraltechnoloaiesirfd/resources/sf"rauds of time.pdf. Landt was one of the original five
scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratories who developed RFID technology for the federal government
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The 1950's ushered in an era of exploration and laboratory experimentation of

RFID technology, which was stil based on the developments in radio and radar in the

1930's and 1940's. Related technologies such as the long-range transponder system for

aircraft further assisted in the development of RFID. The 1960's saw commercial activity

and companies like Checkpoint and Sensomatic were formed. These companies

developed electronic article surveillance (EAS) equipment to counter theft. This

equipment was rather primitive by today's standards since it could only detect the

presence or absence of a tag attached to an object. However, EAS technology was

arguably the first and most widespread commercial use of RFID.

The 1960's in many ways were a prelude to the explosion of RFID technology in the

1970's.

In the 1970's both the private and the public sectors were intimately involved in

RFID technology. Applications for animal tracking, vehicle tracking, and factory

automation burgeoned. A 1973 conference sponsored by the International Bridge

Turnpike and Tunnel Association (IBTTA) and the United States Federal Highway

Administration concluded that there was no national interest in developing a standard for

electronic vehicle identification, and this was "an important decision since it would permit

a variety of systems to develop, which was good, because RFID technology was in its

infancy.',40

The 1980's were a decade of RFID implementation But, different parts of the

world emphasized different aspects of RFID technology. For example, in the United

States, transportation, personnel access, and to a lesser extent, animal tracking were of

interest. In Europe, on the other hand, the greatest interest was in short-range systems

40
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for animals and industrial and business applications. Moreover, in the Americas, some

associations were active in RFID initiatives dealing with railroads and container handling.

The 1990's saw wide scale deployment of electronic toll collection technology in

the United States. In 1991, in Oklahoma, the world's first open highway electronic tolling

system opened. Under this system, vehicles could pass toll collection points at highway

speeds without having to stop at toll booths. On the Kansas turnpike, a system was

installed with readers that could read tags of an Oklahoma system, thus RFID

technology had spread across state boundaries. Furthermore, in Georgia an improved

system could read not only its own tags but also those of the system installed in Kansas.

This meant that RFID technology could cope with multiple protocols of toll collection

systems. However, tolling applications were not limited to the United States. Such

applications appeared in Argentina, Australia, Canada, Brazil, China, Europe, Hong,

Japan, Kong, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea and

Thailand.

RFID technology spread not only across different countries but also across

different business segments. A single tag could now be used for toll collection, parking

lot access and fare collection, and gated community access and campus access. The

significant expansion of the functionality of RFID technology was in part due to

technological developments. Schottky diodes fabricated on CMOS integrated circuits

permitted for construction of microwave RFID tags that contained only a single

integrated circuit. At the same time, many new companies entered the marketplace to

take advantage of the increasing capability of RFID technology.

At the beginning of the 21 st Century, the fuure of RFID technology looks bright.

Now that the cost of RFID technology is rapidly decreasing, its spread across numerous
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sectors of the economy41 and national borders42 looks more and more inevitable.43 At

present, RFID is in the midst of being deployed on a wide scale in the retail sector.44

From 1999 until 2003, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was working with

industry partners, in a research group called Auto-ID Center, to develop and field test a

new breed of computer network that can track the location of everyday objects, through

an elaborate system of RFID microchips and readers.45 This partnership has now

resulted in a new joint venture, called EPCglobal, which is made up of the Uniform Code

Council and EAN International, which oversee global barcode standards. EPCglobal will

41 Numerous leading technology companies are starting to apply RFID technology to various uses.

Generally, see CNET News.com Staff, Survey: IT managers say they'll incæase spending, CNET News.com
(May 10, 2004), at http://news.com.com/21 00-1 022 3-5209435. himl (reportng that "(t)hirty-one percent of
companies, mostly manufacturing and retail and wholesale companies, said they would increase RFID ...
deployment through the year"); Specifically, see Alorie Gilbert, Oracle update gets tailored to industries,
CNET News.com (Jan. 28,2004), at http://zdnetcom.com/2100-1104 2-5149550.html; Alorie Gilbert,
People Soft gussies up inventory tools, CNET News.com (Feb. 23, 2004), at
1104 2-5163677.html; News, Gillette Confirms RFID Purchase, RFID Joumal (Jan. 7, 2003), at
http://w.rfdlournaLcom/artcie/artdeview/258/1/1/; Matt Hines, HP debuts RFID services, CNET

News.com (May 10, 2004), at htt:/Inews.com.com/21 00-1011 3-5209394.html; Matt Hines, RSA polishes
RFID shield, CNET News.com (Feb. 24, 2004), at http://news.com.com/RSA+poli
1029 3-5164014.html; Adam Zawel, IBM, Sun put RFID to the test, ZD Net News (Apr. 29, 2004), at
http://zdr~tcor\t" 1 2-5202069.himl; Marguerite Reardon, Microsoft hops on the RFID
bandwagon, ZD Net News (Jan. 26, 2004), at http://news.com.c~'l/21 ..71, Alorie Gilbert,

VeriSign chosen to run RFID tag network, CNET News.com (Jan. 13, 2004), at http://news.com.com/2100-
1011 3-5140552.html; News, Sony, Phiips to Te$ RFID Platform, RFID Joumal (May 8,2003), at
http://w.rfdiournal.com/artcle/art deview/404/1/11.

42 Numerous countries are also starting to apply RFID technology: Eg., see News Softare, China gears

up for RFID, CN ET News.com, Feb. 6, 2004, at http://news.com.com/21 00-1 008 3-5154776. himl; Alorie
Gilbert, RFID tags get a push in Germany, CNET News. com , Jan. 12, 2004, at http://zdnetcom.com/2100-
1104 2-5139627.html;
43 Brad Stone, In Your Ceæal?, Newsweek (Sept 29 issue), available at http://msnbc.msn.com/id/3068859/

(reporting that RFI D firms say they've already manufactured several hundred million chips over the past
decade ).
44 Jo Best, Retailers make waves for RFID, Silicon.com (April 29, 2004), at http://zdnetcom.com/2100-

1103 2-5201866.html; Alorie Gilbert, Major retailers to test 'smart shelves', CNET News.com (Jan. 8, 2003),
at http://news.com.com/2100-1017-979710.html; Barnaby J. Feder, Wal-Mart Plan Cost Suppliers Millions,
The New York Times Online, available at htt.,.' 1 0ItechnoloQv/10radio.himl; Andy
McCue, u.K. retailer tests radio ID tags, CNET News.com (Oct. 16, 2003), at ht-~://news.com.com/21C,)-
1039 3-5092460.htmL

45 Alorie Gilbert, MIT winds down radio tag activity, CNET News.com (Oct. 23, 2003), at

http://news.com.com/21 00-1 008-5095957.himl.
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develop the coordination of technical standards and specifications for RFID

technology.46

In short, what these above listed developments suggest is that RFID technology

has matured over decades and it is so well established that reasonable privacy

legislation will not end the development of RFID.47 Whatever difficulties RFID will

encounter may be due to its own internal struggles as much as external forces.48

Legislation dealing with RFID privacy issues is just beginning to be introduced, and it will

determine to what extent RFID technology will impinge on an individual's expectation of

privacy.49

The Technology of RFID 50

As one writer put it, RFID technology is "essentially a new and vastly improved

barcode.,,51 The barcode has become ubiquitous and familiar, with its field of bars and

46 ist

47 See footnotes ~ and §. Cf Thomas Claburn, Privacy Fears May Slow RFID Progress, InformationWeek

(Mar. 8, 2004), at http://ìnformationweek.securitypipeline.com/news/18311264 ("Without a comprehensive
understanding and approach to the legislation of such technologies (as RFID) ... legislators risk ineffective
and perhaps detrimentally reactionary legislation.").
48 Matt Hines, Roadblocks could slow RFID, CNET News.com (Feb. 19, 2004), at

. p:J/news.com.com/21 00-1 008-5161278.html (reportng that companies may need to rethink their softare
infrastructure in order for RFI D to work properly; one example is making sure that back-end databases and
business applications can handle the massive amounts of information generated by RFID-enabled systems);
Ron Coates, Setback for Wal-Ma,ts RFID project, Silicon.com (Mar. 29, 2004), at

'; Matt Hines, Companies' RFID plans fuzzy.s far, CNET
News.com (Apr. 1 , at http://news.com.com/2100-1012 3-
51 92080 .html?type=pt&partinv&taçç=feed&sub i=news.

49 As discussed later on in this paper, states like California, Missouri, and Utah have introduced RFID

legislation. See Mark Roberti, The Law of the Land, RFID Joumal (Mar. 1, 2004), at
http://w.rfdlournaLcol-/artrle/artdeview/811/1/21. Federal legislation protecting consumer privacy may
also be on the way. See Grant Gross, RFID and privacy: Debate heating up in Washington, InfoWorid (Mar.
28, 2004), at http://ww.infoworld.cr .Jrtide/04/05/28/HNrfidprivacv 1.htmL

50 This section (Ii) is generally based on Klaus Finkenzeller's introductory text to RFID technology: Klaus

Finkenzeller, RFID HANDBOOK: FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS IN CONTACTLESS SMART
CARDS AND IDENTIFICATION (Rachel Waddington trans., John Wiley & Son, Ltd. 1999).
51 Munir Kotadia, Government may regulate RFID use, ZD Net News, at

http://news.zdnet.co.uklusinesslleaal/0.39020651.39115376.00.htm. Cf. EPIC's observation that the RFID
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gaps arranged in parallel configuration. But, whereas the barcode has had success52

over the past twenty years, its shortcoming has been its low storage capacity and the

fact that it cannot be reprogrammed.53 Only with recent the technological developments

discussed above, has RFID technology been considered a replacement for barcodes.

However, as it becomes apparent from the discussion below, RFID technology is much

more than an "improved barcode," not only because it does have high storage capacity

and ability for reprogramming, but also because of its miniature size and the

accompanying tracking ability.

Any RFID system is always made up of two components: (1) a transponder (i.e.,

a "tag") and (2) an interrogator (i.e., a "readet,).54 The tag is located on the object to be

identified, and the reader is the device that reads and/or writes unto the tag. See Figure

1 below.55 The reader typically contains a transmitter and a receiver to send and

receive data, respectively, a control unit to manipulate the data, and a coupling element

technology represents a "fundamental increase in the complexity of cyberspace or as an extension of the
Internet and electonic computer networks, rather than as an improvement over bar codes. Although the use
of RFID to overcome the logistical limitations of the bar code system has been a major driver of commercial
implementation, RFID applications dearly go far beyond anything ever envisioned in supply chain and
inventory management."
52 Brad Stone, In Your Celeal?, Newsweek (Sept. 29 issue), available at http://m~''bc.msr.com/id/3068r59/

(reporting that barcodes save the food indusiry $17 billion per year, or 50 times the savings initially forecast).
53 FINKENZELLER at 1.
54 For a quick introduction to RFID technology, see Raghu Das, RFID Explained, Free i 

D Tech Ex VVite
Paper, at http://www.idiLcom/wp/IDTechExRFID.pdf.
55 The "Energy" arrow in Fig. 1, represents energy that is being supplied to a passive tag. Tags with

batteries may not need this, or at least need not rely solely on the Reader to provide energy. For an
introducton to the distincton between passive and actve RFID technology, see Part 1: Active and Passive
RFID: Two Distinct, But Complementary, Technologies for Real- Time Supply Chain Visibility, at
http://w.autoid.on::/2002 Documents/sc31 wçç4/docs 501-520/520 18000-7 WWitePaper.pdf (Active

RFI s can have a range of 100 meters or more, while passive RFI typically have a range of 3 meters or
less), Alorie Gilbert, RFID goes to war; CNET News.com (Mar. 22,2004), at http://''..w.u',....com/2008-
1006 3-5176246.html ("On the passive side, the reader read best at about 30 feet... On the actve side, it
is already reading at 300 yards").
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to communicate with a tag. Moreover, the reader can forward the data it receives to

another system such as a computer where the data can be analyzed by a user.56

Figure 1. The reader and transponder/tag are the main components of every RFID

system

RFID Reader

~ Diib ~

Timing ;-

Enirgy ;

Contactless
data carrier =
transponder

D
Application

~

Coupling element

(Coil, microwave antenna)

htp://RFID-Handbook.com

The tag typically contains a coupling element to communicate with the reader,
and an integrated circuit to manipulate and store the data. The reader first sends
energy to the tag. The reason for sending energy is to provide "powet' to the tag
so it can operate and send data back. Some tags already have a battery, in
which case such energy is not needed. Depending on the kind of RFID system,
the reader can also read and/or write data to the tag. It is this reading and/or
writing ability of the reader and the data storing and sending ability of the tag that
constitute the heart of any RFID system. Such a setup allows the reader to
communicate with a tag and thus obtain information about the object to which the
tag is attached. Since the tag can only store the data that the reader writes unto
it (or the data that was originally stored unto it in a factory), such information is
rather limited to the most basic aspects of the object to which the tag is
attached-the kind of object it is, its price, etc. But importantly, the reader can
track an object by tracking the tag. Tracking is based on the reader having the
abilty to read a tag in its vicinity.

Typically, such tracking occurs up to distances of five meters,57 although optimal

tracking is on the order of tens of centimeters.58 The reader can read the tag's data in

56 Finkenzeller. at 8
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about half a second and the tag can store anywhere from 16 to 64 kilobytes of data. The

readability of the data is considered good and it is not greatly affected by dirt, covering,

direction or position.59 The frequency range of most RFID systems is between 100kHz

to around 30 MHz.60 Moreover, readability of such data by people and unauthorized

copying or modification is considered very diffcult.61 Of course, these specifications are

true as oftoday's state of technology, and it is not clear that unauthorized copying or

modification wil not be feasible in the future, where rogue readers might corrupt targeted

tags.

However, to prevent any such corruption, secure RFID systems employ

authentication protocols. Such protocols work by checking knowledge of a secret

(cryptographic) key Appropriate algorithms can be used to prevent the secret key from

being cracked.62 Thus, secure RFID systems can provide defenses against such

practices as the unauthorized reading of a tag in order to duplicate and/or modify data,

or the eavesdropping on radio communications between a reader and a tag.63 And yet,

it is worth noting that even if a transmission is encrypted, the transmission may be

commercially valuable as it could be used to uniquely identify people and things.64

57 Cf. footnote 18(citing articles that give ranges of 100 meter and 300 yards for actve tags, and anywhere

from 3 meters to 30 feet - 10 meters for passive tags).
58 ¡d. at 7 and 276.

59 Although, RFID technology doesn't work well around metals and liquids. Alorie Gilbert, RFID goes to

war, CNET News.com (Mar. 22,2004), at http://news.com.com/2008-1006 3-5176246.htmL
60 FINKENZELLER, at7. But, according to Palt 1: Active and Passive RFID... in footnote 1§,active RFID

readers operate up to the range of 2400 MHz.
61 ¡d. at 7. Finkenzeller actually considers unauthorized access to data "impossible" in Table 1.1., but that

may be overstating it
62 ¡d. at 151.

63 ¡d. at 1 51 .

64 i would like to thank Chris Hoofnagle for making this suggestion.
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These are just the basic features of a typical RFID system. High-end RFID

systems have more sophisticated features that are beyond the scope of this paper.

However, the basic features discussed above are the key to understanding the debate

RFID technology has initiated with respect to privacy concerns.

Lastly, today a typical RFID tag costs about $0.50,65 but prices vary depending

on the sophistication of the tag-for example, whether the tag can be reprogrammed or

whether it can only be read. Towards the end of this decade, RFID tags are expected to

cost a fraction of this price.66 The market for RFID technology has been estimated at

one to two billion dollars at the beginning of this decade and is expected to surpass ten

bilion dollars at the close of the decade.67

Analysis of Privacy Issues Concerning RFID

Privacy is one of the hottest issues surrounding RFID technology tOday.68 The

main concern is the technology's ability to track the objects that tags are attached to.69

65 Tom Krazit, Despite cost pressures, RFID tags gaining, InfoWorid (Jun. 8, 2004), at

http://w.infoworld.com/article/04/06l08/HNifidtaasaain 1.html.
¡ John Carroll, The Wonders of RFID, ZD Net News (Jan. 12, 2004), at ht1:/Izdnet.com.com/21 00-

1107 2-5139151.html (reportng that the current price of $0.20 cents per tag, which doesn't include the cost
of the antenna and packaging for the chip, will go down to $0.05 cents per tag); Matt Hines, Wall-Marl Turns
on Radio Tags, Apr. 30, 2004, CNET News.com (Apr. 30,2004), at http://news.com.com/2100-1012 3-
5202240.html (reportng that "tags have dropped from an average of 60 cents per unit to roughly 20 cents
per tag over the last year, and .. (the) EPC standards adoption (is expected) to drive that price down even
furt er") .

67 Jack M. Germain, RFID Tags and the Question of Personal Privacy, TechNewsWorld, at

http://w.technewsworld.com/storv/32161.html.Finkenzeller.at1. Jay Cline, RFID Privacy Scare is

Overblown, Computeiworid (Mar. 15,2004), at
http://w.computerworld.com/securitvopics/securitv/storv/0.10801.91125.00.html; Cf. Matt Hines, HP
debuts RFID services, CNET News.com (May 10, 2004), at http://news.com.com/2100-1011 3-
5209394.html (HP estimates that the RFID market will grow to more than $3 billion by 2008).
68 It certainly seems that way, in large part to the effort of many privacy advocate groups. There are, of

course, other issues that are JUst as important on the technological side of RFI D, but which don't capture the
public imagination to the same extent. See Mark Palmer, Overcoming the challenges of RFID, ZD Net News
(Feb. 27, 2004), at htt:/Izdnet.com.com/2100-11 07 2-5165705.html (arguing that realizing the benefits of
RFID technology requires addressing three key issues: 1) The need to change business processes that
RFID deployments will prompt, 2) softare architectres require an overhaul to deal with the influx of RFID
generated data, and 3) RFID standards, both indusiry and de facto, have to mature).
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By tracking objects, RFID readers can also track people who have contact with these

objects, for example, the shirts or shoes people wear, the wallets they carry, and so on.

Of course, such trackable tags are not limited to being attached to objects, because they

can also be iinpianted in people. The small size of RFID tags-some on the order of a

grain of sand 70-makes their intrusion in the human body minimaL. Based on these

facts, privacy advocates have expressed legitimate concerns regarding the threat to

privacy that RFID technology presents.

A. Tracking Objects The Typical Scenario

RFID is typically used to track objects. Tracking permits retailers to slim

inventory levels and reduce theft, which by some estimates reaches $50 billion per

year.71 Thus, tracking is performed out of economic considerations and not the

invasion of privacy. Yet, the potential abuse in tracking objects, and thus people, has

given rise to spirited debate regarding RFID technology.

A seemingly innocuous example of involves tracking books in a library. Some

libraries have already, and some are only in the planning stages, of introducing RFID

technology to track books and other library items. The advantages of such an

69 For an sound analysis of privacy issues surrounding location-iracking technology, .se James C. VVite,

People, Not Places: A Policy Framework for Analyzmg Location Privacy Issues, Masters Memo Prepared for
the Electronic Privacy Information Center, 2003.
70 In numerous articles, the size of an RFID tag is described as being on the order of a "grain of sand," but

this is somewhat misleading. VVile the integrated circuit of an RFID tag can be on the order of a grain of
sand, its coupling element, namely, the antenna. is typically a lot bigger. See Future RFID technology - Real
Soon Nowin RFID TAG PRIVACY CONCERNS, at http://ww.sPv.ora.uklcai-bin/rfid.pl (showing pictres of
RFID integrated circuits, the relative size of the circuits to their antennas, and pointing out that "The RFID
chips, although physically 'like grains of sand' need much larger antennas to grab enough electrical energy
to power them up and to iransmit their seriallD information."). And yet, as Chris Hoofnagle points out, tags
may shrink even furter, despite antenna limitations, because the product itself could become an antenna.
71 Declan McCullagh, RFID tags: Big Brother in small packages, CNET News.com (Jan. 13, 2003), at

http://news.com.com/2010-1069-980325.html.
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implementation are easy to recognize: helping staff to track library items, whether

missing or misplaced, deterring theft and helping patrons check out books faster.72

However, a concern that arises is what happens when the tagged items leave the

library? Theoretically, tags can be deactivated once they leave a library, but, as critics

point out, if such devices can be turned off, they can also be turned on. This means that

anybody from small-time computer hackers to law-enforcement could track the

whereabouts of patrons who just checked out the "The Communist Manifesto," or "Me in

Kampf," or a book on bomb-making.73 As Lee Tien, an attorney with the Electronic

Frontier Foundation points out, "what one reads is often something that society in

general wil make judgments on."74 On the heels of such judgments could follow

greater surveilance of library patrons thus threatening the privacy of such patrons.75

Tracking through books might be considered only a mild threat to privacy, since

people typically don't carry their books everyhere with them. But money is a different

issue. People typically carry their wallets everywhere with them. Money now poses a

risk to privacy because governments are considering embedding RFID tags in currency.

The main reason for embedding tags in currency would be to combat counterfeiting and

72 Joe Garofoli and Pamela J. Podger, Ethics of library tag plan doubted, The San Francisco Chronicle (Oct

6, 2003), available at htt://w.wortinççtonlibraries.on::/TrendslTrendTrackinççDetails.cfm?id=50
73 Id.
74 Id.

75 Obviously, anytime a pa1ron checks out any library items, such a 1ransactons is stored somewhere in a

database and thus this information is subJect to misuse by the same hackers and law enforcement officials
as when RFI D technology is involved. However, the difference is that RFID technology allows for those
interested to follow patrons after they have left the library and not merely at the point of check-out
Furtermore, laws or opinions of attorneys general in all 50 states provide some protection for library
circulation records from police inspecton. See Chris Jay Hoofnagle, Digital Rights Management: Many
Technical Controls on Digital Content Distribution Can Create A Surveillance Society, 5 Colum. ScL & Tech.
L. Rev. (Fortcoming Spring 2004).
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money laundering, but it could also be used in other situations such as kidnappings and

ransoms, or to help out blind people.76

The European Central Bank is interested in such currency-cum-tags because

such tags could contain a note's serial number and date and place of origin, not to

mention have the ability to be tracked as a note travels around Europe.77 The

applications of such money are seemingly boundless. For example, there is speculative

talk of GPS-enabled Euros which vibrate discreetly when a taxi driver is taking a

customer for ride, or self-destructing currency for compulsive gamblers, or stress-

sensitive currency when a note has been rolled tighter than a pre-determined radius

indicating drug use.78

US currency could also be embedded with such RFID tags, according to a

Federal Reserve offcial.79 Tracking technology would allow the government to tax

possession of dollar bills. Thus, the longer a person would hold currency without

depositing it in a bank account, the less cash value the note would have Put another

way, dollars would have automatic expiration dates. Such possession taxation would

arguably discourage "hoarding" currency, deter black market and criminal activities, and

boost economic stability during deflationary periods when interest rates approach

76 Lester Haines, EC moots trackable cyber euro, The Register (May 23,2003), at

http://w.thereççister.co.uk/2003/05/231ec moots 1rackable cvber euro/. As the artcle points out, such
tagged money could be further enhanced to talk to blind people and confused octogenarians: "No dear, I'm a
fifty. Put me back in your purse and look for a five."
77ld.
781d.

79 Declan McCullagh, Cash and the 'Carry Tax', Wired News (Oct. 27, 1999), at

http://w.wired.com/news/politics/0%2C1.)1-1%2CC.J.html.
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zero.80 Yet, despite the economic effciencies of these creative81 uses of money, the

loss of anonymity in using cash raises troubling privacy issues.

A person can always leave his wallet behind if he does not want to be tracked

through his currency. However, by embedding RFID tags in tires, avoidance of tracking

is made a lot more diffcult In wake of the Firestone/Ford Explorer debacle. US

Congress passed the Transportation, Recall, Enhancement, Accountability and

Documentation Act (TREAD). This act mandates that car makers track closely tires from

the 2004 model year onward. As a result of this act, Michelin decided to embed RFID

tags in tires to make tracking easier. The tags store the tire's unique ID, which can be

associated with the vehicle's identification number. But the tag can also store

information about when and where a tire was made, its maximum inflation pressure,

size, and so on.82

People who spend a significant amount of their time in the car could easily be

tracked through their tires-not to mention other car parts that will also probably posses

their own individual tags. Of course, the tag by itself will not be able to tell who is driving

the car, but by cross referencing other tags that a driver possess, say, her currency or

the books she just checked out from the library, even driver identification would seem

possible. Yet, for all these wondeiiul possibilities, such tracking remains years if not

decades in the future-assuming it will happen at alL. As of today, it does not appear

80ld.
81 These uses are "creative" in the sense that they may not be practicable. As one author observes that

"(tJhe technical problems presented in trying to discriminate each individual RFID tag in a stack of banknotes
are formidable. How do you stop the RFID antennas from interfering with each other when hundreds of them
might be stacked one on top of the other? Random placement of RFID tags in a banknote would surely
cause lots of counterfeit false alerts, they will have to be in a standard position, only separated by the two
halves of the thickness of adjacent pieces of banknote paper i.e. much less than the wave length of the radio
signals. RFID In banknotes unlikefy to work as feared in RFID TAG PRIVACY CONCERNS, at
http://w.spY.on::.ukleçi-bin/rfid.pl.
82 News, Michelin Embeds RFID Tags in Tires, RFID Journal (Jan. 17, 2003), at

http://w.rfdiournal.com/artcle/art deview/269/1 11 1
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technologically nor economically feasible to track people through objects they are near

to.83 However, this does not mean that individuals interested in protecting their privacy

should not take a preemptory approach before such RFID uses become entrenched.

Tracking People: A Controversial Proposition

It one thing to track objects, and through those objects to track people, but

tracking people directly raises more serious privacy risks. Tracking people directly is

already happening in hospitals and in the work place. In Singapore, in wake of the

SARS scare, hospitals began tracking visitors, patients, and staff in order to determine

with whom a suspected SARS patient had contact.84 This kind of tracking uses cards

with embedded RFID tags. Readers are placed around the hospitals, which is divided

into several interrogation zones. \Men a card carrying individual walks around the

hospital, his every movement is tracked. However, in this particular case, since the

incubation period for SARS is 10 days, the RFID system stores information on visitors up

to 21 days, after which time the tracking information is deleted.

Carrying an RFID card may can be invasive with respect to privacy to the extent

that a person decides to carry such a card (or is required to do so for employment

reasons or for practical reasons such as entering government buildings, patronizing bars

and restaurants, or traveling in rented cars, trains, or airplanes). But, going a step

further, one RFID company wants to tag people directly.8S VeriChip makes subdermal

83 Mocking the privacy concern of some activists, one author noted the following: "In this report (submitted

by privacy groups), RFID readers on freeways read tags embedded in shoes and transmit the information to
satellites. Yes, shoe-iracking satellites cirding the globe." Jim Harper, Privacilla CritiCizes Antl~Commercial
Screed Against RFID Tags, Privacilla Organization (Nov. 14 2003), at
http://w.privacilla.orQ/releases/press027.html.
84 News, Singapore Fights SARS with RFID, RFID Joumal, available at

http://w.rfdiournal.com/artcle/art deview/446/1/1/

Demir Barlas, Lets Get Chipped, Line 56 (Apr. 25, 2003), at
http://w.line56.com/artclesldefault.asp? Newsl D=4609
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tags that are usually implanted in the tricep. One VeriChip spokesman praised the

potential benefits of the technology, revealing that he himself had been "chipped"-"Its a

simple, painless procedure, like getting a shot.86 Moreover, the spokesman noted that

RFID technology is "not like a GPS device, you need close proximity to a scanner to

read the chip.',87 This, however, is exactly the point of contention between privacy

activists and the RFID technologists. It is the potential fear that RFID tags could function

like GPS devices, either by having multiple readers track them as they move about-as

in the hospital example discussed above-or by the tags themselves having the

potential to relay their position from anywhere. Thus, this kind of RFID use becomes

especially worrisome since subdermal tags are diffcult, if not impossible, for tagged

individuals to remove in order to prevent tracking.

Another related example is tracking people at work, specifically, at law firms. In

order to increase efficiency, one New York law firm, Akin & Smith, LLC, installed an

RFID analogous finger sensing device that is kept at a secretary's desk to track attorney

and staff comings and goings. One managing partner at the firm concluded that "It

keeps everyone honest," and that it has been "very successful" in increasing

productivity.88 Perhaps betraying a voyeuristic aspect to the system, the partner

admitted that he "like(sJ to see how long they (lawyers and staff take for lunch."89 This

system's tracking ability is analogous to RFID technology and raises the same concerns

regarding privacy, namely, being monitored constantly, even if it is during working hours.

A boss might want to know why an employee spends so much time in a restroom, or

861d.

87 Id.

88 Kris Maher, Companies Monitor Worker. With New Tracking Systems, RFID Privacy Organization, at

http://w.rfdprivacV.orQ/papers/smith/index htm
891d.
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why that employee is not in his offce working? Or, it might interest the boss to know the

individuals with whom the employee is associating or possibly organizing.

B. Tracking by the Private Sector: Economic Streamlining

From the private sector point of view, the purpose of tracking is to increase

economic effciency. Wal-Mart, a retailing giant, is pushing its top 100 suppliers to adopt

RFID technology by the end of 2004 and the rest of its suppliers to do so by 2005.90

This is part ofWal-Mart's drive to have every carton and palette it receives carry an

RFID tag. The savings to Wal-Mart could be huge, given its economies of scale.

Precise tracking of supplies could cut down on the needed inventory storage by 5%, and

reduce the corresponding labor costs anywhere from 7.5% to 20%, which translates to

millions of dollars in savings.91 With these economic potentials in sight, some maintain

that the private sector has maintained a rather casual attitude towards privacy risks.92

Yet, recently, recognizing consumer concern about privacy, Linda Dilman, Wal-Mart's

chief information offcer, said in a statement that "we want our customers to know that

RFID tags will not contain nor collect any additional data about consumers. In fact, in

the foreseeable future, there won't even by any RFID readers on our stores' main sale

90 Barnaby J. Feder. Wal-MaJt Plan Cost Supphers Millons, The New York Times Online (Nov. 10,2003),

available at http://w.nvtimes.com/2003l11/10/technoloav/1 Oradio.himl (Although the plan will cost
millions, Wal-Mart . it initial of to three distribution centers and
150 stores in Texas). Moreover, Wal-Mart has suffered some setbacks regarding this ambitious plan. Ron
Coates, Setback for Wal-MaJt's RFID project, Silicon. com (Mar. 29, 2004), at http://zdnetcom.com/2100-
1103 2-5181244.html.
91 Feder, at http://ww.nvtimes.com/2003/11/10/technoloav/1 Oradio.himl. Such efficiency will also probably

result in a loss of Jobs, but that is another issue.
92 Andy McCue, u.K. retailer tests radio ID tags, CNET News.com (Oct. 16, 2003), at

http://news.com.com/21 00-1 039-5092460.himl. A rather passionate privacy advocate, Katharine Albrecht,
has stated that: "retailers have sir 'I chosen to ignore the serious privacy and health concerns of their
customers." Marks & Spencer Moves Forward with RFID Trials CASPIAN says, "M & S responsible, but
setting a dangerous precedent" CASPIAN web site (Oct. 15, 2003), at
http://w.spvchips.com/marksandspencer.htm.
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floors.',93 Thus, RFID proponents have responded to pressures from consumer

advocacy groups.

In the United Kingdom, the retailer Marks & Spencer conducted a four week trial

run ofRFID tags contained within throwaway paper labels, but not embedded in, a

selection of men's suits, shirts, and ties.94 The RFID tags hold only the number unique

to each garment and respond only to a Marks & Spencer secure reader. A Marks &

Spencer spokeswoman commented that "(w)ith the ability to read product details on the

RFID tags at different points in the supply chain, the information can be used to ensure

that the right goods are delivered to the right store at the right time," whereby customers

can benefi from better availability of the goods they want when they shop.95 Perhaps

the most significant point regarding privacy is that "(i)rrespective of the method of

payment, no association is made between the information on the (tags) ... and the

purchaser.',96 Thus, Marks & Spencer has found a way to balance economic effciency

and privacy concerns.

As mentioned above in Part I, the private sector has also enlisted the help of

academia to develop RFID technology. The Auto-ID Center at MIT embarked on a four

year collaboration with dozens of blue-chip companies to develop and field test a new

breed of computer networks that can track the location of everyday objects, such as

razors and shoes.97 Thus, in addition to expanding across borders, RFID technology

has extended across disciplines to make the technology more standardized and effcient

93 Matt Hines, Wal-Marl Turns On Radio Tags, CNET News.com (April 30, 2004), at

http://n ews. çrr'l

941d.

951d.

961d.

97 Alorie Gilbert, MITwinds down radio tag activity, CNET News.com (Oct 23, 2003), at

http://news.com.com/21 00-1 008-5095957.h1ml.
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in tracking objects. Now that RFID technology is garnering more attention for its

economic potential, the private sector is beginning to cope with privacy issues that are

being constantly raised. Certain retailers and manufacturers like Tesco and Gillette

have attracted criticism regarding tracking, while others like Wal-Mart have somewhat

backed-off from their initial ambitious projects to push RFID technology to the forefront of

implementation .98 Although the private sector has responded to privacy advocate

pressures, it appears that an increase in RFID technology use wil be proportional to the

number of privacy concerns that surface.

c. Tracking by Government: Big Brother

Tracking by the private sector is scary enough for some, but even more troubling

is the potential tracking by the government. The U.S. Department of Defense recently

announced a new policy of requiring its suppliers to use RFID tags.99 The new policy

requires that by January of 2005, all suppliers embed passive RFID chips in each

individual product, or at least at the level of cases or pallets.1 00 This policy applies to

everything except bulk commodities like sand, gravel, or liquids.1 01 The purpose

behind the policy is supply-chain and business process streamlining Specifically, the

goal is to stop critical shortages of ammunition, fuel, and water, which plagued American

981d.

99 Mattew Broersma, Defense Department drafts RFID policy, CNET News.com (Oct 24, 2003), at
.p://news.com.com/21 00-1 -5097050.htmL According to Alan Estevez, interviewed by Alorie Gilbert,

RFID goes to war, CNET News.com (Mar. 22, 2004), at b!/r!f"t''5.com.com/2008-1006 3-5176246.html,
the Department of Defense has 46,000 suppliers, and this RFID policy touches all of them.
100 According to Alan Estevez, the Department of Defense has probably spent $100 million over the last 10

years on active RFID implementation. Gilbert, RFID goes to war, CNET News.com (Mar. 22, 2004), at
http://news.com.com/2008-10063-5176246.html.
101 The FDA is also becoming involved with RFI D technology: "The Food and Drug Adminisiration recently

encouraged the pharmaceutical indusiry to use the technology to help curb the counterfeit drug trade," Alorie
Gilbert, Tracking Tags May Get Congressional Scrutiny, CNET News.com (Mar. 24, 2004), at
http://news.com.com/2100-10083-5178859.html; Alorie Gilbert, FDA endorses ID tags fordrugmakers,
- NE News.com (Feb. 1 - - - " at http://att.com.com/21 00-1 008-5161220.htmL
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troops during and after the current Iraqi war. 102 While the DaD's policy wil affect

soldiers and not non-military personnel, the government is giving RFID technology a big

push.

The approach taken by the DaD differs from the private sector in that it requires

suppliers to embed tags in each product as opposed to merely attaching a tag to a

product, in which case, the tag can be easily removed. Embedding leads to mandatory

tracking since a lot of the time a person cannot remove a tag from an embedded

product, either because its not physically possible to do so without destroying the

product itself or because the tags are so small and so prevalent that they cannot,

practically speaking, be removed. Thus, the DaD's policy might give rise to more

troubling privacy issues than it otherwise would have, had it allowed for RFID tags to be

removable.103

Some state legislatures have preemptively joined the RFID/privacy debate. For

example, California's Senate Subcommittee on New Technology has held hearings 104

to inquire whether embedding RFID tags could invade a consumer's privacy. 
1 05

According to an industry study conducted by A.T. Kearney, an estimated $40 billion, or

3.5 percent of total sales, are lost each year due to supply chain information

102 Alorie Gilbert, RFID goes to war, CNET News.com (Mar. 22, 2004), at http://n

1006 3-5176246.htmL
1 - But then again, there's no real reason why soldiers would need to remove RFID tags, since privacy in
the context of the military is not as troubling as it is in the private sector.
104 On April 29, 2004, the California state Senate voted to approve a measure (SB 1834) that sets privacy

standards for use of RFID technology in stores and libraries. It passed the measure by a vote of 22 to 8.
The bill now goes on to the Assembly where it will be head in June. Richard Shim, Calif. Senate passes
RFID measure, CNET News.com (April 30, 2004), at http://news.com.com/2110-1008 3-5203428.htmL
105 Susan Kuchinskas, California Scrotinizes RFID Privacy, siliconvalley.internet.com (Aug. 15, 2003), at

http://siliconvallev.internet.com/news/artde.php/3064511; Alorie Gilbert, Privacy Advocates Call For RFID
Regulation (Aug. 18, 2003), at http://zdnet.com.r 2-5065388.h1ml.
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ineffciencies.106 Among the parties testifying at the hearing were representatives from

the Association for Automatic Identification and Data Capture Technologies (AIM). In

contrast to such privacy groups as Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion

and Numbering (CASPIAN), which stress the tracking ability and hence invasion of

privacy by RFID technology, AIM has pointed out that the infrastructure costs for a

government entity to track all its citizens would be astronomical and technologically

infeasible.107

The government's involvement is not just limited to the United States. In the

United Kingdom, the Parliament is expected to debate the use of RFID technology in the

upcoming Parliamentary session.108 One Labour MP, Tom Watson, posed the

following question "How can we regulate the information collected? For example, do I

pick up product 'A' and'S' before choosing 'C'? \My should they know all our

musings?,,109 Moreover, Watson stated that "(t)hey (the 'unscrupulous retailers') push

our current data protection laws to the limit and therefore require a review by

government.,,110 Moreover, at least in Europe, RFID technology is also in tension with

Section 8 of the Human Rights Act, which states that every individual has a right to

privacy.

The problems associated with governmental invasion of privacy are poignantly

addressed in such literature as George Oiwell's 1984, where the government controls

individual thought by "tracking" every aspect of its citizens' lives. Although 1984 issues

1061d.

107 id.

108 Munir Kotadia, Government may regulate RFID use, ZD Net News, at

http://news.zdnetco.uklusinesslleaal/0.39020651.39115376.00.htm
109 id.

110 1s Watson noted that RFID tags "offer profound challenges to the civil libertes of people.. (thats why)
I'm going to 1ry and secure a debate in parliament about them."
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are far away from today's concerns regarding RFID technology in 2004, governmental

abuse of information about its citizens in not that incredible. For example, unless

sectoral privacy legislation prohibits it, a business owner can voluntarily provide

customers' personal information to police, whether or not a crime has occurred.111 Yet,

such scenarios remain today largely unaddressed, but they are coming to the forefront of

the RFID/privacy debate 112 Perhaps more importantly, governments on both sides of

the Atlantic are taking preemptive measures to address privacy issues before they

become intractable.

The Complexity of RFID Tracking in Different Contexts
One conclusion that can be drawn from the above examples is that the idea of

"tracking" is a complex one and that it is context dependent. For example, focusing just

on tracking within one context, a retail store (and putting aside the more exotic113

examples of tracking through tires, currency, clothes,114 or embedding chips in people),

numerous issues arise. Ari Schwarz, the associate director of the Center for Democracy

and Technology, points out that "itJhe question is really what's it's iRFID technologYJ

used for and how it's done, rather than the technology itself.115 Schwarz adds that

"imJost of the benefits out there comes on the back end, in the stock room, and most of

the privacy concerns come when it iRFIDJ leaves the stock room." Thus, one must ask

111 id.

112 Although, the FTC is currently seeking comments and requests to Join a June 21 workshop looking at

consumer uses and impacts of RFID technology. Richard Shim, FTC to explore RFID consumer
implications, CNET News.com (Apr. 12,2004), at http:I,,,ws.com.comI2110-7143 3-
5190155 .html?part=rss&taa=feed&sub i=news
113 For some more "exotic" examples of RFID use, see Ephraim Schwart, Reality Check, InfoWorid (Feb.

13, 2004), http://h('~~netcom.com/-haI55Iid55.html.
114 Mattew Broersma, RFID Chips Sent to the Dry Cleaners, ZD Net News (UK) (Aug. 12,2003), at

.p://zdnetcom.com/21 00-1103 2-5062542.html (reportng that chipmaker Texas Instruments announced a
wireless identity chip for clothing which can survive the dry cleaning process).
115 Grant Gross, RFID And Privacy: Debate Heating Up in Washington, InfoWorid (May 28,2004),

http://v.infoworld.C"m/artiC''~/04/05/28/I-'\ifidprivacv1.html.
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whether privacy concerns should pertain to stock rooms to a lesser extent than the store

premises where consumers are shopping, or if they should pertain at all to areas where

consumers are not present?

In the same vein, tagging individual items cannot be conflated with tagging crates

or palettes. As Simon Garfinkel, author of Database Nation and a former 116 member of

Auto-ID Center's privacy advisory council points out, "RFID tags are currently being used

in the supply chain for asset management and warehouse automation, not to track

individual items."117 And yet, Garfinkel observes that as "the price of the tags drops to

five cents or less, companies wil use them on consumer items."118 This raises the

issue to what extent is consumer privacy at risk today versus what it could be in the

future? And is it fair to treat those companies that only use such tags in the supply chain

in the same manner as those that tag individual items or use smart-shelves?119

Furthermore, aside from where tracking is done, there's the question of what type

of tracking is being done. For example, are RFID tags used as a barcode substitute or

do they go further and act as loyalty cards? In the former case, RFID should not raise

substantially new privacy concerns, since some barcode proprietors can already 120

associate item purchase with a particular consumer if the consumer is not paying in

116 As mentioned, the Auto-ID Center disbanded in late 2003, having fulfilled its mission. Alorie Gilbert,

MI T wmds down radio tag activity, CN ET News.com (Oct. 23, 2003), at http://news.com.com/21 00-1 008-
5095957.htmL

Jennifer Maselli, Privacy Group Focuses on RFID, RFID Journal (Aug. 26, 2003), available at
http://w.rfdlournaLcom/artcle/artdeview/547/1/1I See Also Alorie Gilbert, Tracking Tags May Get

Congressional Scrutiny, CN ET News.com (Mar. 24, 2004), at http://news.com.com/21 00-1 008 3-
5178859.html
118 Jennifer Maselli, at http://w.rfdlourn::l.0rr''ii

119 Alorie Gilbert, 'Smarl 
shelftesttriggers fresh criticism, CNET News.com (Nov. 14,2003), at

http://news.com.com/21 00-1017 -51 07918.h1ml.

20 John Carroll, The wonders of RFID, ZD Net News (Jan. 12, 2004), at http://zdnetcom.com/2100-

1107 2-5139151 .html
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cash 121 In the latter case, RFID technology could be subject to the same restrictions a

loyalty cards. There are already protections in place set out to guard data collected via

loyalty cards.122 However, some legislators believe that RFID technology is different in

kind from anything that has come before, and thus the states of California, Missouri, and

Utah have introduced legislation that deals with RFID technology specifically.123

Similar legislation may also appear on the federallevel.124

These are just some of the issues that come up in a single context of RFID

tracking, namely, retail tracking. Similar and distinct issues wil come up in different

contexts, like tracking books, money, tires, medical patients, and employees.

Unfortunately, many of these latter tracking scenarios that impinge on privacy are

speculative, because they are either (as of today) technologically very diffcult to realize

or economically infeasible. Retail tracking provides perhaps the most concrete scenario,

and yet even retail tracking is in its infancy. The most sound approach to addressing

privacy concerns wil have to examine each kind of tracking within a specific context, and

a context that is developed enough to provide concrete, substantive solutions to

burgeoning privacy risks.

For now, general guidelines, like the ones enumerated at the end of this paper,

provide an approach that is at the same time not over-inclusive, because it does not

121 Although RFID tags can act as barcodes, they can be read by readers, intended or not, from a distance,

thus their use does not exacty raise the same privacy concerns.
122 Mary Deibel, Some Shoppers Just Aren't Buying Grocery Discount Cards, SimplyFamily, at

http://w.simplvfamiIV.com/di splav .cf?artid el D=Qrocerv discount cfm
23 Alorie Gilbert, Tracking Tags May Get Congressional Scrutiny, CNET News.com (Mar. 24, 2004), at

http://news.com.com/2100-1008 3-5178859.htmL See Also Jaikumar ViJayan, Use of RFID Raises Privacy
Concerns, Computerworld (Sept 1, 2003), available at
.p://w.computerworldcom/secur¡..ltopics/securitv/privacv/storv/0.10801.84515.00.html.
124 Id. (noting that "A Democratic senator (Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt) has called for a congressional hearing

on (RFID) .. tracking technology that has alarmed consumer privacy advocates." And yet, a "hearing at the
federal level is not likely before the end of the year, a Leahy representative said.").
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brush over the unique issues within each context, and not under-inclusive, because it

deals, on a general level, with issues that come up (to some extent) within each context.

As RFID technology becomes more prevalent in use, more specific guidelines, and

perhaps even rules, wil have to be developed to cope, on a context-by-context basis,

with privacy risks. The guidelines presented at the end of this paper, attempt to address

legitimate risks raised by privacy advocates, but in such a way as to allow a potentially

beneficial technology to develop while respecting the right to privacy that everyone of us

shares.

Conclusion

In some respects, the potential abuses of RFID's technology and the

accompanying threats to privacy have become overstated. The most heated issues

raised presently have to do with the potential abuse of RFID technology.125 On the one

hand this is beneficial because the debate anticipates potential issues that will have to

be addressed eventually. On the other hand, some of the risks raised about continuous

consumer or citizen tracking may have a deleterious effect on the further development of

this nascent technology. The danger is that potential fears might negatively impact

actual developments of this technology.

125 See e.g. Scott McNealy, Scott McNealy on RFID and Privacy, at

http://w.sun.com/aboutsun/media/presskits/nrf2004/BMscottmcr ealvrf d pdf (arguing that privacy
concern is no greater than conventional mail, where "(w)e write our innermost thoughts, unencrypted, on a
piece of paper, which we seal inside a thin paper envelope... (t)hen we write our name and address, and
those of the recipient .. (t)hen we put the whole thing in a tin box... (t)hen we trust a government worker to
take that letter and somehow get it to another tin box somewhere else in the world... and you don't hear
fol ks complaining about it (the potential privacy invasion)." ct. Harry A. Valetk, Mastering the Dark Arls of
Cyberspace: A Quest for Sound Internet Safety Policies, 2004 Stan. Tech. L Rev. 2 (2004) (pointing out that
"critics fear RFID system would expose consumers to needless risk by allowing tech-savvy burglars to
inventory a victm's house from a distance. In some instances, RFID systems could also pose a fatal threat,
if stalkers manage to adaptthe technology to monitor a victm's belongings, embedded with RFID
microchips, and track their whereabouts."), Helen Nissenbaum, Symposium: Technology, Values, and The
Justice System: Privacy As Contextual Integrity, 79 Wash. L. Rev. 119 (2004) (noting that "(u)less RFID tags
are designed specifically to allow for easy detecton and disabling, discretion is removed from the customer
and placed into the hand of information gatherers.").
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In other respects, privacy advocates have so far made headway in dispellng

private sector complacency about the inevitability of troublesome (mis)uses of RFID

technology. Perhaps the most fundamental progress made by such advocates is the

acknowledgement by RFID users that privacy is a legitimate concern .126 However,

further advocate success will have to take a more nuanced approach to addressing

privacy concerns. For example, is the RFID technology used on individual items or is it

used on crates or palettes? Is RFID technology used in places where customers have

substantial contact with RFID tags, such as a store, or in places where no contact is

made, such a warehouse? Are RFID tags used merely as barcode substitutes, or is

data collected a la a loyalty card? And so on The danger is in demanding too much of

RFID users, such as when tags are only used in warehouses, or not enough, such as

when tags are used for post-sale purposes.127 Employment of RFID technology is

complex and varied, and the response to protecting expectations of privacy shouldn't be

any less so.

General Recommendations

There are several general guidelines that balance the economic potentials of

RFID tags against the accompanying privacy concerns discussed in the examples

above. One writer, Declan McCullagh, has made four such suggestions: (1) Consumers

should be notified when RFID tags are present in what they're buying, (2) RFID tags

should be disabled by default at the checkout counter; (3) RFID tags should be placed

126 Matt Hines, Wal-Marl Turns On Radio Tags, CNET News.com (April 30, 2004), at
JP",+on+radio+taççs/21 00-1 01 3-5202240 ("'We can certinly

understand and appreciate consumer concern about privacy,' Linda Dillman, Wal-Marrs chief information
officer, said in a statement."); See Also News, EPC Privacy Principles to Evolve, RFID Joumal (Dec. 8,
2003), at http://w.rfdlournaLcom/artcie/artdeview/678/1/1/
127 The use of R FI D tags in post-sale use may be done for warranty purposes.
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on the product's packaging instead of on the product when possible; and (4) RFID tags

should be readily visible and easily removable.128 The first and third suggestions serve

to give a consumer notice of potential RFID tracking. As such, these suggestions are

not inconsistent with what RFID technology users are trying to accomplish, namely,

tracking objects as they move through the supply chain. Moreover, they provide a way

for consumers to become aware of potential privacy risks and provide a means to

protect their privacy. The second and fourth suggestions give the consumer the ability to

prevent tracking outside of its intended area, namely, beyond the point of purchase

Again, this is not inconsistent with the intended RFID use; furthermore it provides a way

for consumers to make sure that any purchased items will not be subject to misuse by

RFID users or other parties.

Another suggestion is that RFID technology users respect the confidentiality of

consumers.129 For example. a store should notify a consumer if it wants to share

consumer data with another vendor or possibly the government, whether for profit or for

non-profit reasons. On a related note, data collectors should tell consumers when,

where and how and for what purpose data was collected.130 And finally, the ability of

data collectors to manipulate such collected information should be limited if not outright

prohibited.

128 Declan McCullagh, RFID tags: Big Brother in small packages, CNET News.com (Jan. 13, 2003), at

httD://news.com.comI201 0-1 069-980325.html.
129 Rakesh Kumar, Interaction of RFID Technology and Public Policy, RFID Privacy Workshop ~ M IT:

November 15, 2003 (Nov. 15,2003), at ht1:/Iwww.rfidDrivacv.oraJDaDersJkumar-interacton.Ddf.
130 Simon Garfnkel, An RFID Bill of Rights, Technology Review, Oct. 2002, at

http://w.simson.netldipsJ2002.TR.10.RFID Bill Of RiQhts.h1m. See Also Catherine Albrecht, RFID Right

to Know Act of 2003, CASPIAN (Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering) web
site, at http://ww.nocards.ora/rfd/rfidbill.shtml; Beth Givens, Testimony to Joint Committee on Preparing
California for the 21 st Century, California Legislature Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (Aug. 18,2003), at
http://w.privacvriahts.oralar/RFIDHearina.htm.
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These are but preliminary suggestions to take into consideration. The key is to

balance the enormous economic ability of RFID technology to streamline the supply-

chain side of business against the potential abuses of data tracking of consumers. This

balance must be measured against the broader issue of regulation. As of now, the

industry is fairly self-regulated,131 but it does appear that the government is starting to

get more involved.132 Again, here a balance must be struck between a laissez-faire

approach that might let tracking information abuse run amuck and a governmental

regulation approach that might stifle this economically and technologically beneficial

technology. Guidelines that attempt to strike this balance are provided below.

131 See Mark Roberti, New Rules of the Game, RFID Journal, available at
http://w.rfdlournal.cC.../~....If./O..1arguingforself-regulationsince..(iJntheend.no
businessperson wants ID lose a customer (andJ ... (nJo CEO wants to see the company's brand tarnished or
its stock price ta ke a hit over bad publicity... companies are not going to go around surreptitiously spying on
their customers because if they do, the only revenue they will increase will be that of their competitors. Cf
John Wehr of RFI Dnews.org, commenting that "corporations regularly commit appalling abuses of consumer
privacy to litte or no resistence", and Peter Vlner commenting that Mark Roberti's "argument works well for
companies, but not for governments who can deploy RFI D at will without fear of alienating the public," on
RFIDbuzz.com (Mar. 12,2004), at
http://w.rfdbuzz com/news/2004/rfd and privacy market or leQal rE' lation.h1m1

132 Claire Swedberg, Sen. Leahy Voices RFID Concerns, RFID Journal (Mar. 24,2004), at

http://w.rfdiournal.com/artcle/art deview/843/1/1/.
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Proposed Guidelines For Use of RFID Technology: Enumerating the Rights and
Duties of Consumers and Private Enterprises

Introduction

These Guidelines were prepared for EPIC (Electronic Privacy Information

Center). Thus, they strive to coincide with EPIC's mission statement, which is "to focus

public attention on emerging civil liberties issues and to protect privacy, the First

Amendment, and constitutional values.',133

The guidelines are proposed to guide the use of RFID (Radio Frequency

Identification) technology in order to balance private enterprise interests against

consumer privacy interests. This means that these guidelines do not address protection

of consumer privacy from any governmental action. Rather these guidelines seek to

protect consumer privacy from private, namely, business enterprises. Protection against

government invasion of privacy is assumed to be protected by the 4th Amendment and

other Constitutional and statutory provisions, such as The Privacy Act of 1974, The

Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 (ECPA), The Foreign Intellgence

Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA) , and the like.

In the balancing of consumer privacy interests and private enterprise interests,

the latter are assumed to include but are not limited to effciency gains in supply-chain

improvements, transportation and logistics, manufacturing and processing, and security.

Specifically, the following are examples where RFID technology may be employed:

Electronic article surveilance in clothing retail outlets
Protection of valuable equipment against theft
Controlled access to vehicles, parking areas and fuel facilities
Automated toll collection for roads and bridges
Controlled access of personnel to secure or hazardous locations

133 EPIC mission statement: http://ww.epic.ora/epiclabout.html.
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Time and attendance to replace conventional "slot card" time keeping
systems
Animal husbandry in supporting individualized feeding programs
Automatic identification of tools in numerically controlled machines in order to
facilitate condition monitoring of tools, for use in managing tool usage and
minimizing waste due to excessive machine tool wear
Identification of product variants and process control in flexible manufacture
systems
Electronic monitoring of offenders at home Vehicle and anti-theft systems and

car immobilizer 134

Consumer interests in protecting privacy vary widely. Generally speaking, they

include but are not limited to such practices as tracking of consumers through RFID

tags, using information gathered by RFID systems without the knowledge and choice of

consumers, and sharing of that information with third parties. Specifically, the following

are examples, from a privacy perspective, when RFID technology may be misused:

Tracking individuals via the tagged items they carry, posses, own, etc.
Profiling individuals by associating personal information with tag data
Reading of individual's tags by third parties
Hidden use of RFID technology, whether tags or readers, without the
knowledge or consent of individuals
Unique Identifiers for just about any object that can allow tracking, profiling,
and other privacy invasive practices
Massive data aggregation allowing profiling

These guidelines are divided into three parts. Part I addresses the duties of

private enterprises that use RFID technology in an analogous way to barcodes. Hence,

it imposes the minimum and least burdensome requirements on such RFID users,

recognizing the above listed advantages that RFID technology can provide while at the

same time addressing privacy concerns. Part ii, addresses the duties of private

enterprises who go a step further and use RFID technology in an analogous way to

loyalty cards, where personal information is associated with data stored on RFID tags to

134 Kumar, Rakesh, Interaççicm of RFID Technology And Public Pohcy, Paper presentation at RFID Privacy

Workshop ~ MIT, Massachusett (Nov. 15, 2003), available atww.rfdprivacV.ora/papers/kumar-
interacton. Pel.
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potentially obtain a profile of a consumer. For example, in this part written consent is

required from a consumer-unlike when a private enterprise in Part i is merely collecting

information that is aggregate in nature and does not personally identify an individuaL.

Finally, Part ILL states the rights of consumers who are exposed to RFID technology and

incorporates the duties stated in Parts i and 11.

One important observation must be made regarding the use of the words "right"

and "duty" throughout these guidelines. These are words with legal overtones, meant to

define the relationship of private enterprises to consumers, but they are also used in

such a way as to most clearly convey their ordinary plain English usage. The word

"right" is correlative of the word "duty." That is, both words exist together as a pair.

Thus, if one person has a "right," another person necessarily has a "duty," otherwise a

"right" without a "duty" is meaningless-and vice versa. One word expresses the

relationship of person A to person B, while the other word expresses the relationship of

person B to person A. The guidelines are structured in such a way as to highlight such

relationships.

For example, the guidelines impose a "duty" on private enterprises to give

consumers notice of RFID tag presence. With this "duty" comes the correlative "right" of

consumers to have notice of RFID tag presence. The guidelines express notice as a

"duty" to emphasize the obligation a private enterprise has towards a consumer. Thus,

the focus here is on the private enterprise and what it must do for the consumer.

Conversely, the "right" of a consumer to access information gathered by an RFID system

is expressed as such to emphasize what a consumer can do given the correlative "duty"

of a private enterprise. Thus, the focus here is on the consumer.
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Definitions

"RFID" means Radio Frequency Identification.

"Tag" means a portable device, capable of receiving data from or transmitting
data to a Reader.

"Readet' means a device, capable of reading data from a tag or transmitting
data to a RFID tag.

"Individual" means any human that comes in contact with a product that has
attached to it or contains an RFID tag.

"User" means an RFID operator, such as a store, warehouse, hospital, and
the like, who employs RFID technology, including RFID readers and tags.

"Premises" means a store, a warehouse, a hospital, or any other such
equivalent space that encompass RFID tags and the readers that
communicate with them.

Guidelines

i. Duties of A User Employing RFID Systems That Do Not Gather Data

About Individuals

A. A user employing an RFID system shall:

1. Give notice to an individual of tag presence, whether through
labels, logos, or equivalent means, or through display, either at
the place where a tagged item is stored, such as a shelf or
counter, or at point of sale, such as a cash register. The notice
shall be reasonably conspicuous to the individuaL.

2. Turn off tags before the completion of sale of a tagged item,

where turning off a tag means disabling it permanently, unless an
individual chooses to leave it active for such benefits as warranty
tracking, loss recovery, or compliance with smart appliances. If
the choice of an individual is not known, by default, a tag shall be
turned off. Once a tag is turned off it cannot be turned on again
without the consent of an individuaL.

3. Attach tags to items in such a way as to allow for the easiest
possible removal of tags.
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4. Designate at least one person who is accountable for the user's
compliance with these guidelines.

B. A user employing an RFID system shall not:

1. Track the movement of individuals via tagged items on the
premises or outside the premises where an RFID system is
employed to obtain individual shopping habits or any other such
information obtainable through tracking, even upon suspicion of
such activities as fraud or shoplifting.

2. Record or store tag data from tags that do not belong to the user,
or from tags that have been already purchased.

3. Coerce individuals to keep tags turned on after purchase for such
benefits as warranty tracking, loss recovery, or compliance with
smart appliances.

II. Duties of A User Employing RFID Systems That Can Gather Personal

Data About Individuals

A. A user employing RFID tags in such a way as to gather data about
individuals, in addition to the duties listed above in section i, shall:

1. Obtain written consent from an individual before any personally

identifiable information of the individual, including name, address,
telephone number, credit number, and the like, is attached to,
stored with, or otherwise associated with data collected via the
RFID System and at least:

a. Inform individuals about the purpose of associating

gathered data with personal information and specify that
purpose before such attaching, storing, or association.

b. Inform individuals about the scope of use of gathered data,

whether the use is limited to the user's own interests or
whether it extends to third parties.

2. Obtain separate written consent from an individual before any

personally identifiable information about the individual collected by
an RFID system is shared with a third party.

3. At least not require individuals to provide unnecessary personal
information as a precondition of a transaction and allow individuals
who so desire to enroll anonymously in any RFID data gathering
project.
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4. Take reasonable measures to ensure that any individual data
collected via an RFID system is transmitted and stored in a secure
manner, and that access to the data is limited to those individuals
needed to operate and maintain the RFID system

5. Keep gathered data accurate, complete and up-to-date as is
necessary for the purposes for which it is to be used.

6. Keep data only as long as it is necessary for the purpose for which
the data was associated with personal information

7. Make readily available to individuals, through the internet or other
equivalent means, specific information about its policies and
practices relating to its handling of personal information. Any
personally identifiable information itself shall be provided to an
individual upon written request of the individual in a secure
manner.

III. Rights of An Individual When RFID Systems Are Used

A. An individual shall have the following rights II addition to duties of the
user listed above in sections i and II:

1. To access data containing personally identifiable information
collected through an RFID system and the opportunity to make
corrections to that information

2. To have tags removed from tagged items when it is reasonably
practical to do so without compromising or destroying the item
itself.

3. To challenge the compliance of users employing RFID systems
with the person who is accountable under Section i when any of
the above listed duties are not fulfilled or rights are violated.
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Web Sites

The following are some useful web sites to further refine RFID and privacy guidelines.

Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC)

Consumers AQainst Supermarket Privacy Invasion and NumberinQ (CASPIAN)

Privacy Riqhts Clearinqhouse (containing links to numerous privacy organizations)

Canadian Standards Association (CSA). 1995. "Model Code for the Protection of
Personal Information". CAN/CSA-Q830-1995 Rexdal~: CSA.

OrQanization of nomic Cc..pi:ration and Develor~nerrt, 1

RFID Privacy Workshop ~ MIT: November 15, 2003 (containing numerous RFID/privacy
sources)

Association for Automatic Identification and Mobilitv (AIM) (industry trade group)

EPC Global (standards setting organization)

Electronic Frontier Foundation

Lexis.com (containing CA, MO. and UT RFID bils introduced in the 2004 session)

FTC (upcoming RFID workshop)
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